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Spadina Avenue is an anomaly. Set within 
the nineteenth century grid of "Toronto the 
Good," it is slightly over caled yet somewhat 
unprepossessing, outside of downtown 
yet cosmopolitan. Spadina has been 
the starting point for 
wave after wave of 
of new Canadian 
immigrants. 
Once the main 
focus for Jewish 
culture and life 
in Toronto, the 
street became a 
centre of com-
merce and saw 
intense political 
activity during 
the thirties and 
forties. Now the 1 ewish garment factories 
overlook bustling Chinese sidewalk markets. 
Greek cafe jostle with delicatessens and 
Szechuan restaurants. Contemporary art and 
music thrive amidst this colourful ethnic 
diversity. Studios and alternative galleries 
crowd abandoned warehouse space above 
street level, and all along the street, such 
clas ic watering holes as Grossman's, the El 
Mocambo, the Paramount and the Silver 
Dollar dispense entertainment for tastes that 
run from black and new wave music to strip-
pers. Spadina is always crowded with a 
curiou melange of people, all speaking dif-
ferent languages, going about their different 
ta k , adding their own flavour to the mo aic 
of a street that is a little bit of them all. 
Spadina Avenue by Rosemary Donegan, 
presents a collection of photo-
graphs and related texts ranging 
from the years when the street was 
a tree-lined boulevard, right 
through to today, when the Queen 
Street art scene and a rapidly ex-
panding Chinatown are transform-
ing Spadina. Drawing on his own 
Jewish roots and family history, 
Rick Salutin provides a very per-
sonal introduction that demonstrates how 
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Preface 
padina Avenu , the place, has alway fas i-
nated me, with it width, its bizarre as ortment 
of hops, bars and the mu ic. The name, which I 
first came a ro as padina re cent in aska-
toon, al o h an unu ual cadence, whether pro-
nounced " pa-DIE-na" or " pa-DEE-na. " In 
1982, while re arching the Spadina Express-
way, I began to find photograph , from the early 
1900's, of an elegant tre d treet with a centre 
boulevard and hand ome buildings. At first 
glance they didn't look at all like the street I 
was familiar with. Yet on clo er in pection I 
discovered that the tr t hadn't really changed 
that much. Gradually, a rie of image of 
time , events and building tarted to emerge. 
Although th picture them elve weren't con-
tinuou or chronological, they documented the 
layer of ocial, political and cultural event that 
make up urban ocial hi tory. 
The proj ct, do umenting the history of Spa-
dina Avenue, evolved out of my interest in 
examining the photography of a public street 
from the p rsp tive of urban culture and poli-
tic of the 1980's. What made the re arch so 
aptivating was the combination of local popular 
history, the ar hitecture of the treet and its 
location on the we tern edge of the city 's cen-
tral core. ince the 1920' , padina has suffered 
from benign neglect, which has allowed it to de-
velop on it own term - whatever they wer . 
But more recently, it exi ts under intens pre -
ure as land pri e skyrocket and developm nt 
intere ts mov we t from th central ore of the 
city into the fragile garment district. 
The exhibition , "SPADINA AVE: A Photo-
history," whi h opened at A PACE Gallery 
in Augu t , 1984, was th initial re ult of my 
re earch . This book, with Rick alutin 's help, 
evolved out of the exhibition. 
All of the catt red storie and pictures in thi 
b ok ould not have been brought together 
without thos individual people and movement 
who "lived out" part of their lives on Spadina. 
Th ir affection for the street and its popular 
mythology is not imply an exercise in no talgia 
- looking back to the "good old day . " The 
1920' and 30' , when the eeds of padina' 
cultural tradition were sown, was a time when 
daily lif was mor coherent. Work, politics and 
cultur were mor integrated and operated lo-
cally. There wer fewer oice , but they were 
major one over language, family, work, politics 
and eventually war - the choices that shape 
hi tory. 
In the process of re earching padina Avenue, 
I talked to and int rviewed hundred of people 
and looked at thou and of photographs. I hope 
that I have evoked their history with the resp ct 
and integrity that is its due. For it is the people 
that I interviewed, who loaned photograph and 
hared their ideas and their families' hi tories 
who are the our of this book. ' 
A great amount of work, both paid and volun-
te r, was involved in the original exhibition, and 
I would like to thank all tho e individual and 
fri nd who helped in the mounting and in tal-
lation of the xhibition. Peter Ma allum' 
P r nal commitment and experti e as a pho-
tographer provided the visual framework for the 
exhibition and thi book. The upport of tho e at 
A PA E, a contemporary arti ts' gallery that 
had r _cently moved to padina, indicated their 
commitment to a local hi tory and their own 
part in it. 
I would like to personally thank: Ruth Frager 
and Craig Heron for sharing their historical 
knowledge and support, Barry ampson for his 
innovative furniture and installation de ign , 
tan Denniston for hi experti in mounting 
and in tailing the photographs, Renee Baert and 
Dinah Forbes for their a istance in the produc-
tion and editing of the textual material. 
The hi torical photograph which form the 
core of thi book were located with the exper-
tise and as istance of the archival staffs of the 
City of Toronto Archives, the Toronto Jewish 
Congre s Archive , the Baldwin Room of the 
Metro Referen e Library, the Multicultural Hi -
tory ociety Collection at the Ontario Archives 
and the Public Archives of Canada. 
The re earch and production of the exhibition, 
and by extension thi book, were assisted by the 
Canada ouncil, the Ma Lean Foundation, the 
Ontario Heritage Foundation , ecretary of State: 
Multiculturalism Canada and the Ontario Bicen -
tennial Celebrations, Toronto Arts Council, 
Toronto e quicentennial Ward 6 Committee and 
Wintario. 
I would like to thank Rick alutin for his evo -
ativ introduction to Spadina Avenue as a pub-
lic/private place , wh re fragment of all our 
live are left. And finally, I wi h to pay respe t 
to and thank all the photographers, named and 
anonymou , who have contributed to this book. 
For it i their individual photograph that give 
meaning to the collective memory of Spadina 
Avenue as a stre t and a public place. 





Everyone take hi own walk along padina. It's that kind 
of treet. People feel affectionate , or inten e , or nostalgi . 
It evokes a reaction , something per onal , a relationship. 
The relationship differs for each per on, each generation, 
each ethnic community. That's the kind of street it is. 
Even padina's name sets it apart from other Toronto 
treets . It suggests a different way of regarding the world. 
ome treet names are straightforward . They tell where 
they go, like Front, or Bay. Others pay homage to auth-
ority: King, Queen, Parliament; or to respectable institu-
tions like Church and University. Many coajure up images 
of powerful people from another o iety: Briti h lords like 
Dufferin , or dukes like Richmond . British mini ter of war 
like Bathurst and Bloor and Yonge; British prime mini ters 
like Wellington and Gladstone. In fact , there are probably 
more street in thi city that remind u of omewhere el e 
than of what we have here. One of our literary critics 
say that Canadians always ask the question , Where Is 
H re? No wonder. 
This displacement (literally) doesn't hold for the city's 
own name. There are no Torontos in Sussex, Wessex or 
Essex, though there i a York , as Toronto used to be 
called. Toronto is a Huron word that means "place of 
meeting," probably becau e of the two rivers that empty 
into the lake here, and because of the sheltered harbour 
the Island provide. Spadina is a word in the Ojibway lan-
guage. It' practically the only street name in the city that 
recalls Toronto's original inhabitants. Maybe that's why 
wave after wave of immigrants have felt comfortable on 
Spadina. 
Many Toronto street names (and other lo al feature ) 
imply that the city i till the pre erve of modern 
de cendant of group like the United Empire Loyalists or 
the Family Compact. (Th y even have some street name 
of their own: Jarvi , Beverley, Ryer on.) Spadina, though, 
reminds alrno t everyone that they ' re newcomer in a 
place where all non-native Ojibway- peaker have only 
r cently arrived. It's an equalizer. 
Everyone tart hi walk along Spadina some place dif-
ferent. Som set out at the foot near the lake. Others at 
the top, by the Cre ent, or even at the " Y. " Others still 
at an inter e tion - College, Dundas, Queen. omeone 
comes east along Kensington from the Market; omeone 
el e west along Cecil. There are those who go up one side 
of the tr et and down the other. Or cros over. ome ju t 
hang out on their corner. 
Dr. William Baldwin probably didn't walk much on 
Spadina. He'd have ridden it on hor eback or in his car-
riage , perhaps accompanied by son Robert, who went on 
to becom the architect of respon ible government - an 
overrated Canadian achievement. Actually, when Baldwin 
arrived at the start of the nineteenth century, there was 
no Spadina - ju t a marked-off we tern boundary for the 
town ite of York. Along the edge of York large land plots 
had been granted to transplanted members of the British 
gentry. Among them was Peter Rus ell, pre ident of the 
r 
Toronto, 1838, Royal 
Engineer's Survey 
HisLOry Depanment, M LTO 
R f r nee Library 
carefully vetted Jegi Jature of Upper Canada and uc-
cessor to John Graves Simcoe, first lieutenant-governor of 
the colony. Baldwin, who was a lawyer and a doctor, 
became the Russells' family physician, married one of the 
daughters and inherited a piece of the estate, well north 
of the Jake along that western boundary. 
The town, then as now, spread north from the Lake 
ntario shore. Along the way the ground ro e lightly, 
almost imperceptibly; today you only notice the grade if 
you are riding a bicycle. After several miles, far past the 
limits of settlement in those days and well into the bu h , 
came a steep ascent ju t above the meandering line that is 
now Davenport Road. It marked the original shoreline of 
the lake before the glacier retreated. It's called Lake Iro-
quois in that incarnation. Here on the Davenport Hill, 
Baldwin built a home and called it Ishtadinauh - "grad-
ual rise of land. " 
From his hill , Baldwin could look out on a fine vista all 
the way to the lake. Perhap one day he pictured a road 
- no, a broad avenue lined with tree - leading right to 
hi door. Between 1813 and 1818 he laid it out, 131 feet 
wide. It was later widened to 160. This made it over twice 
the width of treets like Yonge, Bloor and Lot (later 
Queen). Who know why Baldwin made his street o 
wide? Maybe as an early attempt to enhance property val-
ue ; certainly during the nineteenth century many fine 
home were constructed along Baldwin's avenue. Perhaps 
it was just a quirk. At any rate , the results were 
profound. 
The width of Spadina meant the street itself dominated 
buildings on either side of it. The life of the str et 
focussed on the treel , and on the people in it. ther 
downtown streets seem to exist as an occasion for build-
ings, which hide people away in ide them. On padina, 
building become a border for the street, which display 
the people . That expan of street also provided an arena 
fo r crowd , marches or protest , whenever tho e people 
in the street had opinion or emotion to expre . 
Baldwin al o designed a circle just above what i now 
College, and he deeded it to the city as a park in 1838. 
Thi was just after the violent rebellion of 1837; perhap 
he meant it as a symbol of reconciliation . Meanwhile at its 
other end Spadina was extended from Queen Street south 
to Front, o that the soldiers at Fort York could be moved 
quickly into the city in case there was more trouble . The 
exten ion was called Brock Street for th next fifty years. 
The broad avenue it elf never made it up to Baldwin ' 
horn on the hill. It petered out or rather narrowed into 
an ordinary-, ized treet once it passed Bloor. Nor does 
Baldwin ' house exist anymor . Just as well . It would 
have been overshadowed by the comic presence of Casa 
Loma on that same hill. As for ouvenir of Baldwin on 
the thoroughfare he envi aged , there is only one: a little 
corner where modest Baldwin treet empties into teeming 
padina A venue. 
I tart my own walk at padina and Adelaide. On the 
outhw t corner, the Darling Building tower . My father 
told me it was the first fireproof building in Toronto. 
Dr. William W. Baldwin, 
c. 1850 
A lilhograph from a painl-
ing by Theophile Hame l. 
Aaldwin Room, Ml'l ro Referc rwc 
Library ( T :J J037) 
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When I snickered, he said that was very important in the 
early days of the century, becau e it lowered insurance 
co ts. 
Factories filled the upper floor , in the rear basement 
was Darling Lunch, and at street level - 100 padina -
the sign over the door read A. Salutin and Brothers. For 
forty-six years. No retail, it said in ide the window. Stairs 
led down a half-flight to the dress racks presided over by 
the Ontario agents for Montreal dres makers like Lady 
Fair (half-sizes) , Bel-Mar (wedding gowns) and, in the final 
days of the partnership, Wendy Originals. 
My brother and I thought of them as the Marx brothers 
of the dres busine s: Abe and Harry and Saul. They were 
from another age when families were close-knit and went 
into business together. 
Abe was oldest. He occupied a massive swivel armchair 
in front of a cluttered rolltop desk and puffed cigar . 
"Hel-lo ," he 'd boom into the phone. Harry, next in line , 
had a swivel chair but no arms, before an ordinary desk 
piled high with accounts he plunged into as he rolled up 
his sleeves and punched a push-button ballpoint pen. He 
was my bachelor uncle who'd gone to war and been 
wounded. I found it hard to connect that gallant past to 
his careful present. Beyond his desk in an ordinary 
straight-backed chair against the wall sat Saul, my dad , 
the youngest Salutin brother. In another chair, between 
the two desks, sat Grandpa - most of the time. He hadn't 
worked as a cutter ince his eyesight faded. He didn't do 
anything in the office, but his boys kept him on salary. 
The door above would swing open and a buyer would 
pause at the top like the Queen stepping out of her plane 
and hesitating a moment to recall which Commonwealth 
country she'd landed in. Then the buyer would descend 
the stairs, greeting everyone below - including Grandpa 
Repaving Bed for Street-
car Tracks, August, 1937 
Public works photograph , ity 
of Toronto Archives (RDY 1444) 
- and hailed in turn by the alutin . Then a brother 
would pring into action (depending on whose customer it 
was) , escorting the buyer among the dress racks, yanking 
one model after another from the pack and preading it 
with th lower hand while hoisting it with the upper. 
"Thi one ' a runner," he 'd say. They sold those garments 
for half a century, and I don 't believe any of them ever 
thought about dr e as thing of beauty or function that 
women wor in r al life. They were "numbers" order d 
by buy r and shipped late (inevitably) by manufacturer . 
Un le Harry died in 1973. Dad and Uncle Abe carried 
on together for awhile. Tho were Dad ' glory year . He 
came into hi own with the W ndy line. Many of my 
friend had Wendy in their closets. In 1978 the remain-
ing alutin brothers plit up and for the first time Dad got 
an offi e of his own. It was at King and Bathur t, an easy 
walk from Spadina. When p ople asked if they 'd had a 
fight, I'd say, Yes - every day for forty- ix year . 
I amble outh toward the lake. A block from the Dar-
ling Building, corner of King, is the Spadina Hotel. It's 
been a Toronto fixture even longer than the Darling Build-
ing. I try to remember the fir t time I went in. Ten years 
ago - more. I was with my dad. 
The night b fore we 'd held a typical slanging match. I 
was talking to my mother on the phone. In the back-
ground I could hear him fuming. "Put that idiot on the 
line," I told her. "Why don 't you stop bellowing like a 
wounded elephant," I aid to him. ''I'm not wounded and 
I'm not an elephant," he bellowed. It was the kind of 
exchange that had marked our relationship all the way 
back to my final year in high chool. For ome rea on we 
decided to have lunch together the next day - omething 
we'd n ver don b fore. Maybe it was simple boredom 
with the status quo. We agr d to meet on padina. 
Th next day at noon we hunched over a red-checked 
tablecloth in the dining-room of the padina Hotel - hi 
choice. It might have been the et of a 1940' movie. I 
thought back to other shared meal - happy lunches at 
Zuchter' deli the summer I worked for him as a shipp r, 
while my friends w nt to their ottages. Or farther back. 
Dad was taking me to th bu for Camp Northland - my 
fir t time away from home. We topped at the Cre cent 
Grill for breakfast. It was jammed. I throbbed and sobbed, 
tear dripped into my orange juice. "What' the matter, 
oily? Doe n't he want to go?" said a salesman behind us 
at the counter. "Sure he does," beamed my father. "He's 
really happy about it!" We had a history on this street. 
ver lunch, h told me h agreed with the harsh thing 
he kn w I felt about him. I was tunn d. I'd never im-
agined h 'd ay u ha thing, or even think it. He said he 
wi hed h could make it up to me. I said I didn't care 
about making up anything, only about doing better in the 
futur . He looked tunned . We talked about the past -
not our own father-and-son past, but h · story, and hi 
family' . Wher my grandpar nts had ome from in Ru -
ia, how they'd come here, why there were no other 
alutin anywhere in the world. I was fascinated . We 
argu d. Not about guilt (his) or di re pect (mine). About 





the world: 'Ifudeau, Quebec, Vietnam, the economy. Peo-
ple at nearby table - buyers, manufacturers, models, 
designers - glanced at us as they ate . The red-faced 
father in the shmatah trade and his radical son - a pro-
fessor, maybe a writer - arguing as those two generations 
were bound to do, playing out roles they were made for. 
Such a hock - we were talking! 
Thank to padina. We were not at home - that amor-
phou place, more myth than fact , full of ancient and 
unresolvable feeling . We were on Spadina where he 
knew who he was, and so did everyone el e. A cracker-
jack alesman, one of the Salutin boys from the centre of 
the univer e , padina and Adelaide. He exi ted there as a 
per on, not ju t as my father, and by the time we started 
into the short ribs and ma hed potatoe , even I had got 
the me age. 
I continue south to Wellington, outhwe t corner. 
McGregor Hosiery, home of Happy Foot socks. I've stood 
here at 6:30 in the morning handing leaflets to yawning 
workers as they trudge from the bu to the employees' 
entrance. It ' one of the last big factories left on Spadina. 
The rest have abs onded to industrial parks in the ub-
urb , where every factory has a quat anonymity. 
McGregor is still owned by the Lip on family, tough and 
competent bosse . Where did they get that name? I pic-
ture the founder year ago, the Lipson brother , speaking 
with heavy Yiddish accents - probably peaking Yiddish 
for that matter - saying, "Let's call it something that 
sound really Canadian . What about - McGregor!" 
I helped organize that plant in the mid-1970' , when I 
worked with a textile union. It was a typical drive for a 
medium- ized factory with about two hundred workers. 
We met one day at a nearby coffee shop with the people 
who'd contacted the union: Cyril Singh , a Guyane e in the 
hipping department, and Natalie Benevides, a nineteen-
year-old Portuguese single mother who was a "finisher." 
Cyril knew Natalie because he sold Avon products as a 
sideline, and he 'd recruited her to help. They told us 
about McGregor and we told them what had to be done: 
sign people up, get the names and addresses of anyone 
you 're not sure will support the union - and keep it 
quiet. We made visits in the evenings, to the usual mix: 
Portuguese, West Indians, East Indians, Greeks, Italians, 
Adjusting Knitting 
Machines, McGregor 
Socks ("Home of th e 
Happy Foot"), 1974 
Vincenzo Pietropaolo 
Sorting Socks, McGregor 
Socks, 30 Spadina, 1974 
Vine nzo Pi Lropaolo 
Chine e, a few "Canadian . " Mainly women. We ex-
plained how afe it was to ign a union card, how th law 
prote t d th ir identity, and th y aid, " ur ure, but th 
boss will know. H knows ev rything." 
The ompany didn 't cat hon at first. Th y had prob-
ably und re timated their worker ' capacity for ecrecy 
and guile. When omeon eventually told them they got 
(a) nice ( v ryone received a thirty- nt rai ) and (b) 
nasty (foreladie hinted that people ould be arre ted and 
deported for union member hip). Mo t of the worn n 
came from th Portuguese Azore · they couldn't vote 
ther , mu h le s join a union . Th drive slowed . yril had 
left the plant by then. The company had off er d him a 
promotion into management and he 'd felt he could nei-
ther accept nor refuse. I last saw him playing a sitar on a 
cable TV show. Then Natalie wa fired . The union charged 
the company at the Ontario labour board. The drive 
topped. Workers waited to ee what thi union could 
really do again t the boss. 
When the finally w nt befor th board , th om-
pany law er attack d Natalie. H said th only r a on 
h 'd got involv d with th union wa to meet m n . 
Hadn't he b n een ki ing yril ingh on the el vator? 
Th bo ' on who'd r cently tak n ov r, looked on. H 
was in his forti : tann d , fit , blow-dri d , aviator gla e . 
atali aid thi wa not a love affair; it wa a union 
affair. h h ld h r own in an unfamiliar languag . Th 
board ord r d h r rein tat d with back pay. The drive 
pick d u1 and th union won c rtification aft r more than 
a year. When I d rib d it friend a ked "Didn 't that all 
go out in th thirtie ?" " op , " I aid. "It was a typical 
organizing campaign ." Well , not quite typi al. Th re wa a 
twi t. IL eern th r ' alway a twi t when ther 's a on-
n ction to padina. ornetirne I feel there's a natural 
t ndency for everything on padina to flow tog ther: per-
sonal, poli ical prof e ion al. Sorn times I f 1 like ev ry-
thing that happ n on padina reminds m of my lif , and 
v rything in my lif happened on padina. 
In th ca e of M regor, I had a friend . he had a fine, 
ClAR£NC€. $QUA"R€. 
h lfo . , Sin• 
Colin Linden, Local 
Mu ician, September, 1984 
Ben Mark Holzberg 
Clarence Square from the 
North Side, 1886 
Watercolour I y Hobert J . Wylie , 




all- anadian quality : ruddy, athleti c , wide- y d · but th re 
wa, a sadn :s about h r. She had been marri d and had 
1 ft h r hu band and childr n in th ir horn in th ub-
urbs . On day . h a k d if I'd lik a colour T t ; she 
didn ' t us h r.. I took it and got hook d on colour. Th n 
sudd nl sh nc d d it ba k; omeon was 1 nding time 
with h rand ·h want d Lor -furni h . H was a .Jewi h 
bu in s ·man he ·aid. I art d th T r glumly went 
into ev r withdrawal and ha tily bought th t I still 
hav . Month · lat r h told me happily that th y w re 
marrying buying a townhous h thought h might 
conv rt to Judai m. " What do h d , xa tly?" I k d 
a we parted. " H owns a fa tor " sh said. "They mak 
·ock . " Lat r that w e k th union offic called and aid it 
had contact · at Mc ,r gor who want d to organiz . My 
fri end and I haven ' t talked much ince th n. 
Ther ' not much point in going farther outh. I'm 
almost at the end of th treet. Down at Front, in the ar-
ly 1900 , th r wa a building for th Briti h Welcome 
L ague. I gu they tri d de perately to homogenize the 
horde of immigrants ongregating on Spadina. Now it's a 
body- hop and car r ntal agency. B yond , ov r the rail-
way lands and down by the lakefront, they ' r building 
condos. I don't think ondos can be con idered part of 
padina. They hould be di qualifi d. 
Or hould they? I look aero th treet from McGregor 
to elegant Claren e quare , with its Georgian terraced 
houses. Exquisite, eliti t. They 'v b en there for over a 
entury, sin e well before the factori s and the flood of 
immigrant . A ity planner told me the tenants ' associa-
tion th r rves cotch at its meeting . 
I decid to go back up to Adelaide and walk north. 
Kitty- omer from the Darling Building is the Balfour 
Building. A factory in ide was the location for a TV film I 
once wrote about immigrant women unionizing and about 
the father and son who own the ompany and try to stop 
them. The film' produc r thought no owner would offer 
his hop after eeing the script, but there wa one - his 
father-in-law had founded the company. He aw the old 
man a the hero of th piece. He even brought his 
mother-in-law to watch , the day we hot a cene in which 
the bo harangue his mployees about the dangers of a 
union. 
padina i about ontinuity betwe n g neration . Chil-
dren tak over from parent , th family conn tion 
ounts . On on thi om r my brother hailed me. He 'd 
ju t ompl ted ad gre in criminology. "Mayb we should 
take ov r th offic , ' he aid. "W 're the only alutin 
brother 1 ft." 
I continu north . amden. Richmond. Then Queen. 
Here at the junction with Que n padina nds out 
impul in both dire tions. Qu en treet W t has 
a quired it own p r onality in the past ten year . Per-
forman arti , alt mate gallerie , club , book tores, 
nouvell cuisine and vegetarian re taurant - b ide th 
old hop and applian e tore , the goula h and pool halls. 
The new p r onality of Qu en We ti n ' t ethnic or indu -
trial in the padina tradition. But it i , in that tradition, 
Ara ha odelman, 
Pre er, T. Eaton o., 
c. 1916 
Multicultural History ci ty, 
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quirky and individuali tic. The book tores and eating-
place aren't Coles or McDonald 's . There is, hall we say, 
a family connection to the ea t and west off hoots. 
padina itself continue north and so do I. 
In 1911, just after my grandfather arrived in Canada and 
started work , he went on strike along with 1,200 other 
garment workers again t the T. Eaton Company. Then, 
and for decades after, Eaton ' ran a huge clothing factory 
in Toronto. It employed eventy-five per cent of Ontario' 
cloakmakers who made the clothes Eaton' old aero 
Canada. ("You couldn't see from one end to the other," 
said my father of a visit twenty-five years later, when he 
and my grandfather were filling contract for Eaton's 
themselve .) 
In 1910 Eaton's introduced a new system for ewing in 
lining by machine. This "technological change" meant 
los of job . The workers went out for eighteen weeks. 
The company brought cab labour from England, the 
United States and elsewhere in Canada. The workers set 
up twenty-four-hour picket lines, demonstrated and cre-
ated a system of community relief. Eighty per cent were 
Jewi h. Jewish women collected money publicly for the 
strikers. The city declared their action illegal. 
Despite the strike, the new system was introduced, and 
jobs were lost. The strikers returned to work. My father, 
who wa one year old at the time, heard the tale in later 
years. He says one condition laid down for the return was 
that there be no demonstration by the workers. Neverthe-
le as they re-entered the plant a shout went up. In 
retaliation Eaton 's fired a number of strike leader , my 
grandfather among them. 
Those let loose by Eaton 's, and those fired , had to sup-
port their families. Some managed to establish small 
manufacturing operations of their own, and others 
worked for them. My grandfather spent the rest of his 
active years alternately working for other to gather a 
little capital, then "setting up" for himself where, accord-
ing to family lore, he sweated other workers as harshly as 
he had ever been treated himself. He was such a poor 
bu inessman that he inevitably went bankrupt and had to 
go back to work for someone else until he could set up 
again .. . and so forth . 
Eaton 's near-monopoly of the clothing industry was to 
some extent broken by the largely unsuccessful strike. It 
remained dominant, though, through a system of contract-
ing-out, and because of its huge market. Th set up 
independently, only enough capital was required to buy a 
couple of "Singers" (the Model T of sewing machine ), a 
pres iron and some material. The first new plant were 
located in old houses and mansions along Adelaide, Rich-
mond and Queen, on either side of Spadina. Their original 
owners had left and moved north while immigrants -
Germans and then Jews - came into the area. The plants 
would contain one small factory on the main floor and 
another on the upper floor. Gradually Spadina itself 
became the centre of the trade; activity spread along the 
Sewing Loft, 1910's 
nited hurch Archives 
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Avenue as far north as Dundas. Shops opened and closed 
constantly. A directory for 1926, for instance, shows the 
A&S Skirt Co. - Uncle Abe and Uncle Harry - on Spadi-
na between Phoebe and Sullivan. This was a dummy -
my grandfather using his sons' names to reopen after 
another bankruptcy. Up the street, just below Dundas, 
Uncle Moe was supposedly making hats. It was the era of 
industrial Spadina. 
The age of industrial Spadina was also the age of Jewish 
Spadina. Between 1901 and 1931 the population of Tor-
onto grew by four times, from 156,000 to 631,000. The 
Jewish population grew fifteen times in the same years, 
from 3,000 to 45,000, as the Jewish masses of Eastern 
Europe crossed the Atlantic. Their arrival tended (in the 
eyes of some, threatened) to change the city's character. 
In 1901 ninety per cent of Toronto's citizens had their 
root in Britain. The largest ethnic group were German 
(three per cent); the next largest were Jews at 1.9 per 
cent. By 1931 Jews had become by far the largest non-
British group at 7.2 per cent (Italians were second at 2.1 
per cent); the city at large had become eighty per cent 
British. It was change enough to rouse intense hostile 
reaction. In 1924 the Toronto Tei,egram wrote, "An influx 
of Jews puts a worm next the kemal of every fair city 
where they get hold . These people have no national tra-
dition ... . They engage in the wars of no country, but flit 
Labor Lyceum Stock 
Certificate, 1929 
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from one to another under passports changed with cha-
meleon swiftness, following up the wind the smell of 
lucre.'' 
As late as the 1951 census, Jew still cornpri ed the 
largest ethnic component of Toronto at six per cent, with 
Ukrainian second at 3.5 per cent. By this time the British 
were down to eventy per cent - still a substantial ma-
jority - and the Jewi h era on Spadina was corning to an 
end. Jews moved north as other immigrants established 
themselves on the Avenue. 
During the first half of this century the city was 
bursting. New energies had arrived with the power to 
transform things. For the first time Toronto was not 
entirely dominated by people with roots in the United 
Kingdom. But the "British" remained a large enough 
majority (more than two-thirds even at mid-century) that 
they continued to et the city's tone. Toronto retained its 
starchy, puritanical, Orange character. In many ways it 
still does. 
The encroaching wave - so sinister and un-British -
stood no chance of taking over. They had to be content 
with as rting themselves in their own areas, above all 
Spadina. ince Jews were the largest element in that 
wave during the first half of the century, they had a 
special role in the development of the city. The mix of 
industrial Spadina and Jewi h padina was volatile and 
creative. 
"It was a militant centre!" says J.B. Salsberg. Every-
thing about working life on Spadina led to feistiness and 
confrontation. "You had to strike," adds the former Com-
munist member of the legislature. "You had to form 
unions and then you had to strike again." Tho e conflict 
pre-dated the formalization of modern labour procedure . 
Organizing campaigns were often pontaneous, and con-
tracts were easily ignored. Many jobs on Spadina involved 
piecework: worker were paid according to the quantity 
they produced, rather than hourly. They'd manage to fix 
a price per garment with their employer, divide it up 
among themselves, then suddenly find he'd changed the 
pattern and a whole new set of prices were required. A 
lot of "chi elling" went on. The employer would 
dramatically announce he had a customer, but at a lower 
price than usual, and he'd pre s the worker to agree or 
lose the work altogether. Since many plant were mall, 
and many bos es were former workers, and virtually 
everybody was Jewi h, a per onal quality often per-
meated the conflic . Because everyone lived nearby, a 
strike affected the local storekeeper and tradesmen, who 
wouldn't be paid until the dispute was settled. In a en e, 
as Salsberg says, "the whole community went on strike." 
Unions proliferated. The Amalgamated Clothing Work-
ers, th Capmaker ' Union, the International Ladies' Gar-
ment Worker , the Millinery Worker , the Fur Workers. In 
1928 they formed a co-op, sold share at five dollars each 
and built the Labor Lyceum on Spadina two blocks north 
of Dundas. For forty years it was the centre of labour 
activity on the street. 
Experience in the workplace led to broader que tion . 
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People challenged the tatus quo for a multitude of 
reasons. "I became a Communist because I was a Jew," 
say Joshua Gershman, for many years editor of the 
Wochenblatt, a Yiddish-Communi t newspaper whose 
office was at padina and King. The Communists were 
on of many left-wing political groups. The Workmen 's 
Circle at fir t contained all of them. At its Toronto con-
vention in 1922 it expelled supporters of what would 
become the Communist party. Throughout the world at 
that time socialists were divided over the meaning of the 
Ru ian Revolution. In 1924 the Canadian Communi t 
party was formed; fifty per cent of it member were 
Finn , twenty per cent were Ukrainians, and fifteen per 
cent were Jew - many of whom lived and worked on 
Spadina. 
Each force on Spadina eemed to add vitality to the 
Jewish community rather than fragment it. People con-
tinued to ob erve their religion. They built new syna-
gogue and expanded old one . Cultural organizations 
flourished: Yiddi h theatre, Yiddi h literature. padina 
became a centre for every kind of opposition and alter-
native to the sober Upper Canadian mainstream: econ-
omic, political, cultural, ethnic, linguistic. 
The Depression intensified the e relations. Unemploy-
ment doubled between 1929 and 1930. By 1931 wage 
were below what they had been ten year earlier. Many 
work rs grew di satisfied with the con ervatism of their 
traditional leader hip. They began forming new unions 
with an industrial form of organization and a more mili-
tant approach. The Industrial Union of Needle 'frades 
Workers organized among the dressmaker on Spadina. It 
was part of the Communist-led Worker ' Unity League. 
The older conservative unions responded to the mood of 
their members and to the threat of competition. In 1931 
the Cloakmakers' Union of the International Ladies' Gar-
ment Workers Union called a general strike on padina -
a new tactic. At ten o'clock on a Tuesday morning 
workers began to pour out of the shops large and small. 
"Within fifteen or twenty minutes," says organizer 
Bernard Shane, " padina Avenue became black with 
workers." They streamed to strike headquarters at the 
Labor Lyceum. 
There was another indu try-wide strike in 1933, fol-
lowed by a general contract. In 1934 one of the large t 
companies, Superior Cloak, closed it padina factory and 
moved to Guelph to escape the union. Such "runaway 
shops" had become common in Quebec. The union ent 
car pools and busses with picketers to Guelph. They 
battled the Guelph police. The new plant shut down and 
the company had to reopen in Toronto. The next year 
legislation regulating pay, hours of work and a minimum 
wage was passed. 
The left-wing groups and parties also responded to the 
Depre sion. At street comers up and down Spadina, ora-
tor challenged the system, the establishment, the ruling 
class, capitalism, the banks, the monopolies. The Toronto 
establishment replied in their fashion. In 1929 the board 
of police commissioners banned all public addres es not in 
Man Under Arrest, c . 1931 
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English. They tripped licences from anyone who rented 
space to "Comm uni t or Bolshevik public meeting . " 
Mayor McBride (of the Islands ferry by the ame name) 
aid , "Our stopping of Communist meeting how that we 
are truly British." "Communist" and "Bol hevik" by these 
lights were catch-all term for any radical oppo ition, 
especially voiced in a foreign tongue. The Globe & Mai l 
editorialized that though not all Jew were Communists, 
all Communists were Jew . 
Deportation was a political weapon. After 1919 anyone 
not born in Canada could be deported for advocating the 
overthrow of authority by force , no matter how long he'd 
been in the country. Those in Canada for under five years 
could be deported a "public charges" with no trial. In 
1930 four thou and people were expelled; in 1931, even 
thou and. 
That year eight leader of the Communist party were 
arre ted under a ection of the criminal code prohibiting 
advocacy of violent overthrow of the government. They 
were tried and imprisoned. The case became a touchstone 
for civil libertie activity aero Canada. In 1933, at the 
tandard Theatre on padina, the Progressive Arts Club 
presented a play called Eight Men Speak - a defence of 
the imprisoned men. It attacked the police and the courts. 
Its fir t performance old out. A cond was scheduled , 
but the police commis ion threatened to revoke the 
theatre 's licence. In 1934 the ight were released from 
prison in Kingston. 
padina al o re ponded to events in Europe, e pecially 
the rise of Nazism. In July, 1933, fifteen thousand people 
marched up the Avenue to prote t the anti-semitism of 
the new German governm nt. They gathered in Clarence 
quare - all the needle trade unions, over fifty Jewi h 
organizations, along with many English-speaking and 
international group . They proceeded to Queen's Park. It 
was probably the large t demonstration Turonto had seen. 
By May Day, 1938, the same united front, stronger and 
larger, included Communists, the CCF and the Trades and 
Labour Congress. It brought twenty-five thousand people 
to Queen's Park . They chanted, "Make Toronto a Union 
Anti-Hitler Demonstra-
tion, Queen's Park, July, 
1933 
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Town" and condemned the "Hepburn-Duple i Axis," 
neatly including the leaders of Ontario and Quebec with 
tho e of world fascism. In the cauldron of the thirties all 
i sues - economic exploitation, union rights, free speech, 
political di sent, anti- emitism, fascism - tended to merge 
and conflate. In Toronto, Spadina was the centre of action 
and concern. At the end of the decade the whole heady 
mix exploded and transformed. 
The econd World War marked a watershed for padi-
na. In a way it lanced the boil of Spadina as a centre of 
oppo ition. Business picked up, particularly because of 
military order . Uncle Abe has hinted at fortunes made on 
the Avenue by cutting corners, or deals. He semi-
apologized that the Salutin brother didn't join in. 
Between those like Uncle Harry, who joined the army, 
and tho e hired for the step-up in manufacturing, unem-
ployment pretty well disappeared . 
Political and social tensions diminished, even reversed. 
Governments and unions reached agreement , including 
no-strike pledges, to keep indu try working. The Jewish 
population enthusiastically supported the war against 
Nazism. Even Communists who had been banned and in-
terned at the start of the war became discreet govern-
ment backer when the oviet Union and the Allies joined 
again t Hitler. In 1943 party labour chief J.B. Sal berg was 
elected to the provincial legislature in a riding that 
amounted to padina. He held the seat for twelve years. 
Right after the war, the Jewi h community began a 
major shift. It had been a largely working-class, left-wing 
society. It became increasingly wealthy and - though thi 
was more gradual - politically conservative. By the 1951 
census Canadian Jews ranked highe tin average annual 
income of any ethnic category including "British." In 1955 
J.B. Salsberg was challenged in the provincial election by 
another Jew - insurance agent Allan Gro sman, running 
for the Tories! The entire community divided in a vituper-
ative campaign. Sal berg was red-baited , Gro sman was 
called "the Jewi h fascist." Gro sman won and went on to 
become a cabinet minister. 
Jews were leaving Spadina and moving north - some-
times just up Spadina itself to Forest Hill Village; some-
times farther to Bathurst Heights, Bathurst Manor, 
Bayview, Don Mills. Neat, suburban, unethnic communi-
tie in which life revolved around shopping plazas instead 
of factories, and there were no street corners. On Spadina 
the Jewish-owned factories and busine es still operated, 
and on Wednesday afternoons the buyers still buzzed 
around, but there were fewer and fewer Jewish worker 
in the factorie . More recent immigrants replaced them. 
The unions were still led by Jews, but the members were 
often Italian, Greek and Portuguese. Jewish diners still 
filled Shopsy's, Switzer's and United Baker for lunch, 
and many people still drove down from their home in the 
suburbs to eat in familiar surrounding . But they were 
also taking exploratory forays to Lichee Gardens for chow 
mein , and Ve uvio 's for pizza. The industrial, Jewish era 
was ending on Spadina. 
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Standing here at the comer of padina and Dundas, look-
ing back down what once was the heart of the garment 
district - itself the heart of Spadina life - it is easy to 
become no talgic. At the other end of this stretch, 
A. Salutin and Brother is no more. Over near Bathur t 
Dad has an office but no line. The world isn't crying out 
for a seventy-five-year-old ale man of young women's 
dres es, so he sublets to a young Jewish trader who 
spends half the year in the Far East. 
There's still production activity down that strip, but 
nothing like there once was. Imports have cut heavily into 
the Canadian market and, to tell the truth, the shmatah 
business has become something of a pariah in the eyes of 
government policy-makers and experts. "We're going to 
stop propping up mature indu tries that will never be 
competitive in thi generation, like clothing, textiles, 
footwear, " scowled one minister in charge of trade recent-
ly. There ' a near-irrational hatred of the garment 
industry in such circles. They see it as backward, almost 
an embarrassment - something that belong in the low-
wage countries of outheast Asia, which they count on to 
fill most of Canada's clothing needs in coming years. 
(They make exceptions in the case of high-priced lines of 
apparel meant for wealthier buyers here and abroad.) In 
place of these "mature" indu tries (a patronizing term 
which makes you think of our scandalous treatment of 
the elderly) they have a vision of a new economy based 
on high technology: microchips, transistors, Canadarms 
for U. S. pace vehicles. 
The vision is, to say the least, questionable. After all , 
what i really wrong with a nation doing the honest work 
of clothing itself? Food, clothing, housing - these remain 
the basic human need and their provision lends a dignity 
to the work of those who do it. As for fantasies of a hi-
tech economy, there is no evidence to suggest it can 
become a significant Canadian reality. The mindset has a 
religious quality - Heaven (as hi-tech) and Hell (as 
Spadina). Spadina the Outsider: unrespectable, frowned 
on by the Canadian establishment and those who propa-
gate the official view of things in our society. So Spadina 
isn't fashionable. So what else is new? 
Victory Burlesque, " Home 
of Girlesk," 1950's 
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What i it that really aggravat the gurus of hi-t h 
wh n they think of th garm nt indu try? What i their 
imag of it? What i the imag any of us have of th gar-
m nt indu try? Probably the worker with hi /h r product. 
Th fini hed pie e of work i not parat from th p r-
on fini hing it off. The work r are vi ibly pre ent in th 
production pro es . That ' th pra tical meaning of 
"lab ur-inten ive." What i the imag of a hi-t h 
indu try? A hining production proce which almo t 
m to happen by it elf. Perhap ther ' a bo , a 
er ativ , ri k-taking ntr pr n ur out on the fronti r of 
th n w t hnol gy. A f w di r t te hnician drift in 
and out of the picture. But th re ar no worker ! an thi 
b th profound motional app al f hi-tech? Maybe in 
the minds of hi-tech vi ionari th anadian conomy of 
th futur imply functions - a bur aucrat's dr am -
with no human being at all! 
In ontrast - padina! The hmatah bu in . R dolent 
of th work-life of th ninete nth c ntury - th 1930 's at 
th late t. weat hop - till. B e and worker -
human b ing all - in in ant and oft n p r onal on-
fli t. trike . Homework . Pi ceu ork. 
Piecework um up everything that eem ar hai about 
old indu trial padina. Work r pu hed and harri d o the 
bo can extract th equivalent of two hour of work for 
on xtra hour of pay - and gain the edge to keep hi 
company aliv in a h llishly competitive industry. Pi 
work was an issue in th Eaton s strike of 1911. A 1935 
royal commi ion report d that pi cework k pt work r 
on padina b low minimum wag while creating "nerv 
train." It ha alway b n conn cted with the mo t 
ba kward, dirty, labour-inten ive and immigrant- rvi ed 
tor of the economy. It m the complete contradi -
tion of th anitiz d world of hi-t h. 
Yet the contradiction em , more than it i . Piecework 
on padina has already nter d the age of omputeriza-
tion. Indu trial engineer hav evolved a jargon whi h 
br ak down th compon nt move of any fa tory task. 
Th y feed it into a computer and a "normal " rate merg 
in indisputabl International ni (I. . ' ), including an 
allotment for P.F.D. (Per onal Fatigu and Downtime). 
Work r can no longer r i t by con piring to work at an 
agr d pa while the tim -study man look on- they fac 
the grim authority of th computer. The re ult imply 
accentuate the traditional eff ts of piecework. People 
take shortcuts, kip af ty m asures, gobble sandwi h 
at their machine in place of lunch, panic when their 
machines break, quabble with others over equipment and 
ignment , develop th ymptom of tre and anxiety, 
go on m dication, yearn for a return to hourly wag . Nor 
i th garrn nt indu try uniqu . omput riz d pie ework 
i taking hape in offi work, ommuni ations, retailing. 
Output per worker i asily tabulated at a telephone 
witchboard, and no bundling or ti keting i r quir d. 
p d-up an be imp! ment d by a directive on the 
r n instead of ah ctoring for lady. Som upermark t 
checkout ounter already tally pi c work. Even home-
work i reappearing, via portabl terminal and creen . 
Canada Day and hine e 
ew Year el •brations, 
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foreign language. Today multiculturalism is about as con-
troversial as Motherhood - probably less if you think 
about some issues rai ed by the Women 's Movement. 
Every political party courts the ethnic vote. And each 
June Toronto gets Caravan - two weeks of ethnic 
pavilions serving Kielbasa and curry to tourists from 
suburbia with special "passports" to downtown. 
Similarities persist, though. Chinese women are a big 
part of the workforce in Spadina's garment factories. 
Chinese families avidly pursue success; the second genera-
tion streams into the universities. And the Chinese com-
munity did choose Spadina as its home. Plus 9a change 
- however that goes in Yiddish or Chinese. That's the 
kind of street it is. 
Spadina and Dundas has always been a great hanging-
around corner. Buying newspapers, swapping stories, 
arguing politics (if you got involved you'd go for a corned 
beef sandwich or a plate of blintzes and carry on 
battling). A few steps north, past the liquor store, I glance 
at the hoardings over the old site of Shopsy's. It still lives, 
still vibrates with life and food, but miles from here, on 
Front Street across from the O'Keefe Centre. And it still 
sees many of its old customers, but now they drop in 
after the touring version of Evita, or the National Ballet. 
Directly opposite, the other deli, Switzer's, still serves 
pastrami and new dills (when they're in), though in 
another way both establishments are gone, sold to corpor-
ate entities by the families who began them. Shopsy's has 
even become a brand at supermarket meat counters in 
Judenrein shopping plazas throughout Canada - it's 
owned by Lever Brothers! 
But here's an eatery still tied to its roots - United 
Bakers Dairy restaurant - run with warmth and taste by 
the Ladovskys. Through the window I can see Herman, 
the aging elf, son of the original United Baker. The last 
time I had a plate of his vegetarian chopped liver, he 
waved a copy of my letter to the editor of the Canadian 
Jewish News at me. "So you 're still giving it to them!" he 
said, patting me on the back. His son Phil is beside him. 
Phil used to take kids on canoe trips in Temagami during 
the summers. He plays jazz piano when he's not behind 
the cash. 
A little beyond, at the corner of St. Andrew's, is the 
Labor Lyceum. It doesn't look like a Labor Lyceum now. 
A Chinese pagoda, maybe, but the Chinese restaurant that 
took it over has closed, too. Now a new one is going up -
Hong Kong's famous something or other. Even in the glory 
days of Jewish Spadina this was more than a union hall; it 
was a cultural locus. Emma Goldman lectured here. The 
renowned anarchist spoke often and brilliantly on themes 
like literature, drama (Ibsen) and liberated sexuality (or 
free love as they used to say with a sense of danger). I 
recently asked a Spadina old-timer if he had known her. 
"Who didn't?" he replied. "She died in my house. " I must 
have looked sceptical. "It's in her book, Living My Life," 
he insisted, and I didn't think to ask how she'd covered 
her own death in her autobiography. "What was she 
like?" I asked. "She was a very unusual person," he said 
Emancipation Day, 
Victoria Square, July, 
1961 
Wr ath-laying ceremony by 
Frank Richardson and 
Wallace Pleasant, veterans 
of the First World War, at 
the memorial to the War of 
1812 . 
Toronto Telegram , York niver-
ity Archives (Box 344 , 2294) 
Aaron and Sarah 
Ladovsky, Rose Lieberman 
and Rose Green 
United Baker , 338 padina, 
1920' 
Ladovsky family 
slowly. " he wanted what they want today - the 
women ' liberation." A crony of his, an elderly woman, 
chimed, "Isn't that the way it always is. One generation 
fights o another generation will have." Emma spent 
several years in Turonto between the wars. She had an 
office on Spadina just above Queen, and she indeed died 
here in 1940. Her body lay in the Labor Lyceum for a 
memorial service. Then it was embalmed and sent to 
Chicago, where she was buried alongside the Haymarket 
martyrs. 
This part of Spadina i jammed with knick-knack shops 
and storefront Chinese restaurants. Each restaurant has a 
sign - and sometimes a newspaper clipping to back it up 
- saying it serves the best Chinese food in Toronto, 
Canada or the Western World . I have tried many of these 
places and the claim is true. Across the street, at the 
corner of Baldwin (ah, Dr. Baldwin!) is the Paramount. 
It's a black bar that serves smelts and has live music. Its 
original version, a block south, was the Paramount Kosher 
Hotel. 
For blacks Spadina was part of the District. Many of us 
who fir t found a Canadian home on Spadina were late-
comers: Jews, Hungarians, Chinese, South Americans. Not 
blacks. They came here with the Loyalists. In 1799 there 
were fifteen blacks in York. In the 1850's there were one 
thousand blacks in a population of forty-eight thousand . 
There was a black landowner, a member of Parliament, an 
alderman. In Victoria Square, just west of Spadina near 
the oldest part of the street, is a memorial to "the Colored 
Corps and Indians who gave their lives in the war" - the 
War of 1812! There have been successive waves: escaped 
slaves on the Underground Railroad, blacks from the Mari-
times, Caribbean blacks, recent American arrivals. They 
have continued to feel at home on Spadina. 
On the west side of the treet are some of the pioneers 
of Szechuan food for the non-Chinese restaurant-goer. 
Their spicy dumplings were a daring departure once, not 
to mention their hot and sour soup. Yesterday's revolu-
tions become today's cliches. 
At the corner of Cecil is Grossman's. Al Grossman and 
his family opened their kosher-style cafeteria on Spadina 
at exactly the wrong time - 1951 - just as Jews were 
starting their exodus from the area. By 1957 when Gross-
man's finally received its liquor licence (after oppo ition 
from various United Church ministers) there weren't 
many kosher-style diners left. Meanwhile the Hungarian 
Revolution had come and gone, and a flood of new 
immigrants were in Toronto. Many settled - surprise -
around Spadina. Goulash appeared on the Avenue. The 
Grossman secret was adaptability-rooted, one surmises, in 
a tolerant nature and a good business sense. They brought 
in gypsy fiddlers and altered the menu. Over the years 
they made other changes: soul food , egg rolls - whatever 
the times required - and the appropriate music as well. 
In the 1960's a new kind of generational immigrant -
hippies - moved into the area. They were self-styled out-
casts, internal migrants from sectors of Canadian society 
like suburbia and the middle classes. Many roomy man-
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sions of former time turned into communes and co-ops. 
Hippies found their way to Grossman's. So did students 
from the University of Toronto, as the student population 
expanded . By mid-decade draft-dodgers from the United 
States - immigrants fleeing the war in Vietnam - had 
started constructing a new "American ghetto" on Spadina. 
When they said "before the War," they meant 1962. Their 
newspaper, Amex, was nearby. They hung out at Gross-
man's. Arti ts and musician were migrating from The 
Pilot on Yonge Street. Behind the counter Al Grossman 
watched . In the front room bands played. In 1970 at 
Gro man' the fir t and only People 's Poet award was 
conferred on Milton Acorn. 
Milt is, in my opinion, our be t poet, though I'd be par-
tial to anyone who wrote no more than "I've tasted my 
blood too much/to love what I was born to." E pecially if 
he also said, "I have called myself many thing ; but I 
gue s the one that tick is 'Revolutionary Poet' - that is 
revolutionary in the political sen e, not the poetic en e." 
Milt ha gone back to Prince Edward Island now, but 
for year he lived in a room at the Waverley Hotel on 
Spadina just above College. He was not the imple t guy 
to get along with. Personally I was irked by hi tendency 
to win arguments by inventing hi torical facts. The com-
bination of hi view , his talent and his per onality did 
not result in an easy life. Almost any day you could see 
Milton Acorn (left) 
Receiving the People's 
Poet Award 
Al Grossman 
him walking into lamp posts on this section of Spadina. In 
1969 he published a stupendous book, I've Tusted My 
Blood. It was a gift to his country. The year's Governor-
General 's award for poetry was divided between a dys-
peptic volume of p eudo-American ver e and a book by 
Milt's ex-wife! The lamp posts must have clanged that 
day. Furthermore, one of the judges was an out-and-out 
u .S. citizen! The respon e by poets, editors, readers, the 
government of Prince Edward Island, Milt' drinking part-
ner and innumerable others was the People 's Poet award 
ceremony, convened at Grossman's - the laureate-
designate ' favourite watering-hole and an easy tumble 
down from the Waverley. The poet himself contributed 
the thought, "You cannot buy my truth but you can buy 
my scorn." For a day Grossman's was the capital of Cana-
dian nationalism, cultural division. 
I continue up the street. Guerrilla , Toronto's alternate 
newspaper in the sixties and seventies, had its office 
omewhere around here. Across the street is 
Gwartzman's, where I buy the pens I use as I sit and 
write this account. Spadina seems to accommodate small 
family businesses - the places you'd rather go to even if 
they cost more. When the family sells - Shopsy's, 
witzer's , ten years ago Grossman's, too - the name stays 
and, less often, the feeling. 
There's the Elmo, the El Mocambo, one of the first 
restaurants in Toronto to get a liquor licence, in 1948. The 
neon palm tree continued to glitter on the ign even after 
the place changed hands and became a centre for pop and 
rock. Local bands downstairs, no cover. International hot-
shots and the odd Canadian above. It had its fifteen 
T INC. 
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No Music from the Bar 
No music from the bar. Dam n Sunday 
When no stripper wags her miscellaneous 
cuts 
Of long pig, grotesquely meaning to look 
homey; 
No inger whines impressions of a Yank 
in a rut 
Dripping polluted tears f or damn dead 
Dixie: 
Or ontinentali t band b ats and blares 
You deaf, f or what 's m eant to be eterni ty. 
Idiotic noise, transmogrified to music 
Or som ething li k that, in my mvJfled 
room u pstairs 
Blurred m e ti l I slept like a m os<JUi to 
Insentient to th worse civic bedlam -
Not quite erene: But ｮ ｯ ｵｾ＠ f ixed to thi 
bed of fright 
Through churning unday n ight in the 
volcano 
Of a cannonading city; I'm frigged -
With no note to play against m etallic 
discord 
hort of getting up and making rage my 
lord ... 
Sleepless in Toronto - home of the 
homesick. 
Jackpine Sonnet , Milton Acorn , 
te I Rai l Pres , 1977 
Gwartzrnan's Art Sup-




seconds of fame in 1977 when Margaret '!rudeau attended 
a Rolling Stones concert there. Its owner isn't really a 
rock fan. "I like jazz but jazz fans don 't drink," he says. 
I understand it's up for ale. 
Just past the Elmo is the Crest (once the Crescent) Grill. 
A good place for breakfast if you 're not a seven-year-old 
going to summer camp for the first time. Kitty-corner on 
the north side of College is Tip Top Tailors - a legend in 
the Canadian garment industry. Tip Top got its break with 
army contracts back in the First World War. They say 
somebody knew somebody who knew Sam Hughe , the 
lunatic minister of war at the time. Now Tip Top is part of 
the huge Dylex corporation. 
Just behind Tip Top is the Clarke Institute of Psy-
chiatry, where my mother has been a secretary for twenty 
years. Before that Dad didn't want her to work because it 
would reflect on him as breadwinner. Funny, now he 
doesn't work anymore but she does - and right on Spadi-
na. Beside it is the Addiction Research Foundation, where 
my brother had a job until he and his family went to 
Saskatchewan. He says he wants to return to Toronto 
now. I wonder if he'll end up back on Spadina. In the 
1960's he had a little apartment over a store down the 
street where he ate a lot of brown rice. This walk is get-
ting sticky again: that feeling of every stream in life 
tumbling into one channel called Spadina. 
On the west side attached to the Waverley is the ilver 
Dollar, a raunchy bar. Murray McLauchlan was precise 
when he sang, "I went to the Silver Dollar/ Looked a 
stranger in the eye." Just north is the Scott Mission. I was 
intrigued as a kid when I went by and saw the lineup of 
destitute men waiting for a meal or a bed. Why intrigued? 
I guess I became aware that there was a part of reality 
nearby that was different from the secure world I 
inhabited . The Scott Institute began in the early years of 
the century as a Protestant mission to Toronto's Jews. Its 
director was the Reverend Morris Zeidman, who had been 
Margaret Trudeau at the 
El Mocambo, 1977 
Michael Peake, Turonto un 
Hanging Out at the Scott 
Mission, 1973 
Raphael Bendahan 
-a teenage Jewish convert. During the Depres ion he con-
centrated less on conver ion than on social relief, which 
led to a plit with hi pon or . In 1948 he moved to the 
current location and changed the name. The Mi sion till 
serve hundred of thou and of meal a year, along with 
some religion. 
I'm at the Cre ent. Bertjamin' , the Jewish funeral 
home, u ed to be just around the corner. That was where 
we buried Grandpa, who truck Eaton's in 1911, after he 
dropped at my feet from a heart attack during the seder 
at Aunt B tty 's exactly twenty years ago last Passover. I 
didn 't feel badly for him. It was the only night of the year 
he knew he would be with all the member of his family. 
He mu t have cho en it. ince then Bertjamin' has moved 
north to teele Avenue. Its place on Spadina has been 
taken by the Far Ea t funeral chapel. 
Once you're north of the Cre cent, the air seem thinner. 
Or mayb it' the atmo phere. The street is ju t as wide (it 
doesn ' t narrow until Bloor), but something is lacking. Still, 








Sometimes progress cnn be deadly. 
It usually happens when men are so 
passionately trying to solve one 
problem that they inadvertently 
create others. 
We've learned. 
But only nfter the damage was done. 
A lot of people are worried that 
the Spadinn Expressway will be one 
or those hasty mistakes. 
No one knows really what it will cmt. 
Several politicians and construction 
companies told us 70 million dollnra. 
Now, they sny 200 million. Or more. 
No one knows for sure how much 
extra we' ll pay in taxes. 
Or what's going to happen to the 
displaced people who are unfortunate 
enough to be living in the 
expressway's path. 
Or what's to be done about the parka 
and ravines that will be destroyed. 
What about the air pollution 
Spadina will bring. 
And the noiee. 
Or how rapid transit might help. 
The point is, right now there are 
a lot of questions. And very few 
answers. 
I! you have doubts, give help, support 
(even money) to "StopSpadina", 
373 Huron St. T.0 .181. Phone964.S162 
For once, let's get the Bn1wen, first. 
The Spadina Expressway. 
Do we really know what we're doing. 
Stop Spadina Leaflet, 
1969-70 




Fifteen years ago this part of the Avenue - below 
Bloor - was the beachhead for an attack called the Spadi-
na Expre sway, a concrete and asphalt assault weapon 
aimed at the heart of downtown. It was de igned to load 
up with thousands of cars in the suburbs, hurtle them 
toward the city, faster and thicker the closer they came; 
then spew them like buck hot when they hit the Avenue 
- shattering neighbourhood , slashing right -of-way, kill-
ing the garment district and thousand of jobs, spreading 
pollution. The project based itself on the private ethic of 
the automobile; it was the antithesi of Spadina with it 
streetcar track , bu es and all tho e people in the street. 
It pitted the uburb again t padina. They were the new 
face of old Toronto. The Family Compact still lived in 
Rosedale , but spoke through the voice of North York and 
the Metro Council. The expre way was declared inevi-
table, like all new weapons ystem . It was Progress. 
Stop Spadina was the cry of resistance; it might as well 
have been Save Spadina. Busine smen on the Avenue 
organized. Homeowners in the Annex nearby joined to 
protect their neighbourhood (and/or property value , 
which oared in the aftermath). The movement was the 
training-ground for a generation of civic reformer who 
went on to battle developers. They received upport from 
far beyonq the Spadina community itself, probably 
becau e they were fighting for a community - a place in 
which people live , work, walk and talk. Even those who 
Touring the Garment 
District, 1982 
From left : alderman John 
Sewell , designer Alfred 
Sung, MPP Dan Heap. 
livia how 
-had moved away still recalled, perhaps nostalgically, that 
quality of community which no longer existed in their 
lives. They didn't miss the poverty but they missed the 
rest. 'lb perhaps universal amazement, the protest suc-
ceeded . The weapons system was not deployed. Progress 
stopped at Eglinton Avenue. 
It wasn't thousands of needle-trade workers chanting in 
Yiddish and relating local issues to the international 
socialist struggle. In fact , the shock troops were often 
middle-class renovators from the tree-lined streets north 
of Bloor. But it was Spadina-esque anyway. And it had 
the old Indian name. 
In 1981 it happened again. The unexceptional member 
of Parliament for Spadina was despatched to the Senate . 
The 'Irudeau government was clearing a seat for Liberal 
hustler and kingmaker Jim Coutts. The plot was simple: 
Coutts would occupy the seat in a by-election, step into 
the cabinet and possibly run for the leadership following 
'Irudeau 's expected resignation. Spadina was a neat fit . It 
had been Liberal federally since the days of (Senator) 
David Croll. Its numerous ethnic communities had been 
loyal to the party many times over. 
The opposition parties wearily sent their candidates into 
this ambush. The NDP nominated Dan Heap, who had 
carried the party banner through many a losing fight . The 
voters of Spadina elected him by a narrow margin. Or 
perhaps they rejected Coutts. Or just declined to play 
their a signed role. 
Undaunted, Coutts set up an office and spent three 
years acting as if he was the member for Spadina. He did 
favours, he fixed things in Ottawa. You couldn't go any-
where in the riding and not find him. In 1984 he bounded 
up to my door about an hour after the federal election 
had been announced . This campaign made his last effort 
look casual. 'Irudeau came to the riding. Other cabinet 
ministers came. Coutts gave picnics and parties. He was 
sprightly, he looked like he'd just stepped from the 
shower. Dan Heap and his canvassers shlepped forlornly 
from door to door. Poor Dan - at least he'd been to 
Ottawa once. 
This time Heap won soundly. He and his wife were, let 
us say, unglamorous. He was a stolid, Anglican-ordained 
Fitness Class, Jewish 





worker-prie t with a pede trian peaking style. J.B. Sals-
berg he was not. But Spadina was still Spadina. It 
wouldn't play its part. It didn't go along. 
At the very top of this stretch, where Spadina Avenue 
ends at Bloor, stands the old Y, now the Jewish Communi-
ty Centre. I still think of it as the new Y. When it opened 
in 1954 I joined. I was twelve and we 'd moved from 
downtown into Forest Hill Village, but I'd ride my CCM 
bike down to shoot baskets, swim or bounce on the won-
drous trampoline. A few year ago I joined for the second 
time; I even became a member of the Health Club (two 
towels plus sauna). But I found my fellow members dis-
cussed their health as though they 'd just made a deal. ("I 
got my pulse rate down to sixty. How about that? That's 
eight point in two week . Whadda you got?") The fitness 
classes were like singles' partie and everyone was 
already fit anyway. My member hip lapsed again. 
I'm driving up Spadina. In the car with me is a twelve-
year-old. She's just finished her Saturday afternoon drama 
class. We're passing a block and a half north of Dundas, 
between D'Arcy and Baldwin, where I used to visit my 
grandparents on high holidays at the Hebrew Men of Eng-
land synagogue - the Londoner shul. I savour Spadina. 
"What do you think of this street?" I ask her. "I hate it," 
she says. I swallow my composure and ask why. "It's ugly 
and it's me sy and the cars all park in the wrong direc-
tion," she says flatly, listing many things I like about 
Spadina. We drive in silence and I turn off at College. 
She's from King ton, the heartland of Upper Canadian 
Toryism. She has relatives in Rosedale and pends her 
summers on a farm. Like many kids of her generation 
she's had a confused, sometimes chaotic family life . She 
senses the mes ines of adolescence just ahead. She'd like 
Saturdays at Suzy's, 154 
Spadina, April, 1985 
Elizabeth Feryn 
things to be clear and unequivocal. he has no need for 
any trendy, artificial, vicariou mayhem, thank you. 
till, I'd like to think padina can erve her. Mayb 
om time in the turbulent period he's just about to 
enter, or on the other sid of it, he'll think about the 
treet and ay, "Well, at least it wa different. o thing 
can be different. And if they can be different, maybe 
they should be different ... " 
I gue for me padina i an alternative. That' the 
reaction it evoke in me, the relationship I have to it. An 
alternative is all that's required to undermine the talus 
quo . Undermine, not overthrow. But on the rigid grid of 
Toronto' streets, and the rigid grid of value and atti-
tude in much of Canadian life , I'm glad to be able to take 
a route that doesn't go along. 
On the other hand , mayb he'll always hate padina. 
After all, everyone take her own walk down the Avenue. 
Becau e that' the kind of treet it is ... 
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Spadina is an anomaly and a symbol - slightly 
overscaled, yet unprepossessing and resonant 
with a dense and particular history. 
Most of the history is unwritten. It survives 
in fragments of colourful stories and lingering 
memories, in photographs and in its neighbour-
hoods. In reconstructing Spadina 's past, we 
drau upon these scattered and incomplete re-
sources to assemble a composite picture - to 
connect the collective memories to the present 
realities. The unifying element throughout 
Spadina 's complex history has been the physical 
street itself - the site. 
"The Avenue" is the main treetfor the local 
industrial and residential neighbourhoods -
"the District. " Within the city's economy, 
Spadina produces materials and goods in the 
industrial sector with the factories, distributors 
and wholesalers of the garment district, and a 
wide range of services with its stores, res-
taurants and bars. The street has also become 
an enclave for artists, musicians and treet 
people who co-exist on the fringe of the city's 
economy. Throughout the years it has been this 
combination of industrial activity and cultural 
street life that has established Spadina 's reputa-
tion as a cultural and political pressure point. 
More than any other nineteenth-century 1br-
onto street, Spadina 's destiny has been deter-
mined by its scale and width. The combination 
of nineteenth-century residential and commer-




Foot of Brock Street 
(Spadina), c . 1862 
The men on the right are 
moving log booms in the 
harbour as Great Lakes sail-
ing ships dock at the orth-
ern Elevator wharf. 
From A Thronto Album: 
Glimps s of the City 11wt Was , 
Mike Filey, University of Tor· 
onto Press, 1970 
industrial loft buildings has enabled it to 
maintain an architectural integrity. Yet the 
street has adapted both physically and imagin-
atively to the 1980's, incorporating layers Qf its 
past into its present circumstances. 
But Spadina 's flexibility and width may also 
be its doom. With the ongoing Spadina Express-
way controversy to the present debate over the 
domed stadium and the railway lands develop-
ment, the street is under constant threat of be-
ing turned into an auto route for those on their 
way to omewhere else, or a dumping ground 
for parked cars, as the city redevours and re-
develop itself. 
In reconstru ting Spadina 's past, this book 
drau s upon historical and contemporary photo-
graphs - from institutions, unions, the media, 
private collections and independent photogra-
phers. These picture are juxtapo ed with the 
individual stories and historical documents to 
form a composite image, but not a definitive 
one. For Spadina has never been a single homo-
geneous community; its history is a complex 
layering of cultures, ideas and historic 
confrontations. 
The photographs and panoramas of both sides 
of the Avenue are organized geographically, 
starting at the lake and proceeding north to 
Spadina Crescent and Bloor Street with the 





Spadina Wharf, c. 1909 
Looking north . Loretto Ab-
bey on Wellington treet is 
on the far left. The wagon 
in the foreground ar 
dumping waste fill into the 
lake. 
William Jam s, ily of Toronto 
Archive (235) 
Foot of Spadina, c. 1907 
Looking outh from the 
original padina Bridge . The 
orthern Elevator is in the 
di tance. 
Baldwin Room , Metro Reference 
Library (T 30204) 
Workers Constructing 
Spadina Sewer, April, 
1919 
Public works phoLOgraph , 
Toromo Harbour Commission, 
Public Archives Canada (PA 
96 43) 
The Northern Elevator 
The first grain elevator at the foot of Brock 
Street (Spadina Avenue) was erected in 1870 by 
the Northern Railway Company. Built on a pier 
extending into the lake, it had a storage capacity 
of 260,000 bushels and was 140 feet high. It was 
de troyed by fire in November, 1908. 
In association with the redevelopment of the 
Spadina railyards in the 1920's, Turonto Elev-
ator Ltd . constructed a massive 2 million-bushel 
elevator at the foot of Peter treet. In 1983 the 
Turonto Terminal Elevator was demoli hed. The 
development of the St. Lawrence Seaway and 
the change in grain-handling methods had made 
the el vator ob olete, and it tood in the way of 
redevelopment plan for the waterfront. 
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The Spadina Railyards 
The Spadina Railyards were located at the foot 
of Front Street on land set aside for a public 
promenade on the lakeshore - the Esplanade. 
The depot for the Northern Railway (originally 
the Turonto, Simcoe & Huron Railway) was on 
the west side of Brock Street (Spadina) and its 
main line went north over the historic portage 
route to Georgian Bay. A "Great Railway 
Festival" was held in December, 1855, at the 
new Northern Railway workshops at the foot of 
Brock Street to celebrate the completion of the 
Turonto-Hamilton rail link. 
The Grand 'Irunk Railway, under the skilful 
management of Casimir Gzowski, built its rail-
yards on the east side of Brock Street in 1857. 
The original railyards included a machine shop 
and an unu ual domed roundhouse. 
In the nineteenth century many railway 
workers lived on Spadina in order to be within 
walking distance of work. 
The Northern Railway buildings were taken 
over by the Grand 'Irunk in 1888 and merged 
into the Canadian National Railway in 1923. The 
CNR padina Railyards were exten ively rede-
veloped in 1927-28 at the ame time as the pa-
dina Bridge was extended and rebuilt. The major 
f 
featu r of the yard w the Roundhou e wh r 
locomotives were servic d and 1 an d. It was 
compo ed of 36 stall with a twin- pan type 
turntable and was approached by 50 track . 
Th padina Railyard ar now being d mol-
i hed to make way for mas ·ive rail land rede-
velopm nt. The on ly r maining el m nt of th 
yard will b the PR Roundhou to the ea t of 
Peter tr t , whi h i to b retain d a a railway 
museum. The developm nt of th rail land and 
Harbourfront will gr atly aff ct th tran it, 
indu trial and re id ntial u e of outhern pa-
dina Av nu in coming y ar . 
Spadina Bridge Under 
Construction, November, 
1925, to June, 1926 
'fop, jiY1111 11:/1 : .John Boy<l , 
Public Archives anada (PA 
72.)(j) ; "it y of Toronto 
ａｲ､Ｑｩｶ･ｾ＠ ( IA 27); it y of 
Toronto Ar<"hives {V IA 75) 
l:Jol/r1111 , fmlll /1:/l : City of 
Toronto Ar('hiVt's ( \ ' IA :3!1) ; .John 
Boyd , l'uhli <" Ard1iVl'S 
Canada {l'A 7 1·1'1): Toronto 
"Jransit Commis.,ion {4H<):3) 
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Northern Railway Offices 4-6 Spadina 
The first brick building on the northwest comer 
of Front and Spadina was the Northern Railway 
office. It was close to the Northern Railway sta-
tion at the foot of Brock (Spadina), which was 
the terminus for the Collingwood/Georgian Bay 
and the Huntsville/Muskoka rail lines. The ter-
minus was closed after the amalgamation of pas-
senger terminals at Union Station. 
The two-storey square, Georgian-style building 
was remarkable for its surface detail and pat-
terned brickwork. 
During the early 1900's the building served as 
the headquarters for the British Welcome 
League, which assisted newly arrived immi-
grants, and as an office of the YMCA. An auto 
accessories shop took the building over in the 
1920's and subsequently demolished it. 
The present building on the site, a one-storey 
garage, operates as an auto-body shop and car 
rental outlet. 
Northern Railway Offices, 
c. 1860 
Anonymous watercolour, 
Baldwin Room, Metro Reference 
Library (T 12336) Laying Streetcar Tracks, 
Front and Spadina, June, 
1926 
Looking north . The North-
ern Railway offices are on 
t he left. 
Public works photograph, City 







Rainy Day, Front Street, 
October, 1926 
Looking east from Spadina. 
Transit record photograph, 







Clarence Square first appears in an 1834 map by 
R.H. Bonnycastle, as part of the redistribution of 
the garrison re erve surrounding Fort York. The 
square forms the eastern end of Wellington 
Place with Victoria Square on the western end. 
It was originally designed to be part of the 
public promenade along the waterfront. The 
Georgian terraced houses that surround the 
square on the north side were built in the late 
1870's. These were renovated in 1968 and many 
now serve as offices and apartments. 
Clarence Square, October, 
1913 
Looking east to padina . 
The Darling Building is on 
the right . 
City of Toronto Archives 
(Parks 19 ) 
Summer Reading, Clarence 
Square,c . 1970 
Yuri Humphrey 
Spadina Avenue, June, 
1949 
Looking north from 
Clarence quare on the 
right, before the widening 
of padina from King to 
Front. 
Public works photograph , Ci ty 
of Toronto Archives (ROY 1947) 
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Farewell Party, Loretto 
Alumni Association, Lor-
etto Abbey, June, 1927 
The fir t hou e on the site 
between Front and Well-
ington was briefly the home 
of Anna Jame on . Ln 1867, 
the Sisters of Loretto 
bought th property and 
opened it a a boarding 
chool and mother house. 
An extensive addition and a 
Baroque- tyle chapel were 
added in 1897. From 1930 
until 1961 the buildings 
were used a a Jesuit sem-
inary. A new building was 
erected on the site in 1963 
by the Turonto Tulegram 
30 
and became the Turonto 
tar printing plant in 1971. 
In 1974 the Globe & Mai l 
took over the building. The 
original revolving doorway 
from the Glob building at 
140 King treet was added 
to the front lobby on Front 
treet , and the Wellington 
treet ide b ame a park-
ing lot. 
Panoramic amera Co., Mer-
rilees oil ction , Ontario Ar-
chives (Box 2, 152) 
46 50 60 
64 
Toronto Negro Band, July, 
1961 
Wellington Pia e , looking 
east. Emancipation Day par-
ade en route to Victoria 
quare. 
ToronLo Telegram, York niver-
ity Archive (Box 344 , 2294) 
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The Mexican Revolution 
In 1911 Mexico was swept by a peasant and pro-
letarian revolution. The ideas that fed the popu-
lar struggle were probably developed in Turonto. 
In 1906 leaders of Mexico's opposition move-
ment took refuge in the U.S. , forming the Mex-
ican Liberal Party (PLM), a political-military 
organization which eventually overthrew the 
dictator Porfirio Diaz. 
Ricardo Flores Mag6n (an anarchist lawyer, 
editor and president of the PLM), his brother 
Enrique (PLM treasurer) and their colleague 
Juan Sarabia (PLM secretary) sought safety in 
Canada from March until the end of August, 
1906. Diaz offered a $20,000 reward for 
Ricardo's capture, and Pinkerton 's and Furlong's 
private police scoured the U.S. and Canada 
for the radical leaders. There is evidence that 
the men lived on Spadina during their exile . 
They masqueraded as Italians, working in 
construction. 
While in Turonto, PLM leaders remained in 
constant mail contact with colleagues in exile in 
t. Louis, Missouri , and drafted the manifesto 
'it ･ｧ･ｾＡＢＡＡ｣ｩ､ｮ＠ .. . 
... ""' 111rriLU 'I 'J.AA LOii nA.&A.! • 1.s 
,,... )(..-.... 
- ,., t I 
I t• 
Regeneraci6n , 6rgano de difusi6n del Partido Liberal 
Mexicano. 
and program of their party. On July 1, 1906, it 
was published in the newspaper, Regeneraci6n, 
in an edition of 750,000 copies. They called for 
the eight-hour day, universal public education to 
age fourteen, health and safety improvements in 
factories and mines, workmen's compensation , 
land to the peasants and protection of Mexico's 
indigenous peoples. Their program was the ma-
jor intellectual stimulus for the 1911 revolt . 
The PLM leaders received support from Amer-
ican socialists and anarchist groups and from the 
IWW (Industrial Worker of the World). The ma-
jor points of their program were written into the 
Mexican constitution of 1917, still in force today. 
Juan Sarabia, Ricardo and 
Enrique Flores Mag6n, 
Authors of the PLM 
Manifesto 
From Obr<>ros Srmios .. . e.rprPs· 
sionPs dP In ru ltura nbrPra , 
Museo nacional de ul t uras 
populares, Mexico City 
Traffic on Spadina, 
August, 1974 
Looking north from Front 
during the 1974 Turonto 
Transit strike. 
James Lewcun, Globe & Mail 
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Warwick Bros. & Rutter Ltd. 57-59 padina 
Built in the early 1900's, the building that 
fronted on both King and Spadina had a floor 
space of over 55,000 square feet. It became the 
home of Warwick Bros. & Rutter, printers, pub-
lisher , bookbinders and stationers. The com-
pany was originally established in 1848; by 1911 
it had a taff of three hundred . The site is pres-
ently occupied by Winners, a cut-rate chain 
retail outlet. 
Russian Broadtail Coat, 
1946 
orman Rogul Fur , 433 King at 
Spadina 
Atlantic Fur Company, 
431 King at Spadina, 1941 
Toronto Jewish Congress 
Archives (24) 
Warwick Bros. & Rutter, 
c. 1906 
The printing plant was built 
on the southea t corner of 
King and padina around 
t he Power Hou e Hotel. 
From 1bronto the Prosperous: 
1872-1906, Mail & Empire, 
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Power House Hote l , King 
and Spadina, c. 1900 
The chambermaid in the 
third-floor window appears 
to be watching the photog-
rapher tak the picture . 
J. V. almon , ity of Turonto 
Archives ( I 133) 
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Spadina Hotel 484 King at Spadina 
The northwest corner lot at King and Spadina 
was bought by Samuel Richardson in 1873. On it 
he built a single frame house. In 1875 a larger 
three-storey building was erected and opened as 
Richardson House, a guest house and tavern. In 
1883 a four-storey brick addition was added, 
with a second four-storey addition in 1887. 
In 1906 the hotel was renamed the Hotel Fal-
coner, and for a brief period in the 1910's it was 
known as Ziegler's Hotel. 1n 1917 it became the 
Spadina Hotel. 
The second-floor front was redecorated in a 
tropical motif during the 1950's and was named 
the Cabana Room. The downstairs dining room 
was recently restored to its original 1883 decor, 
with Canadian chestnut and walnut wain cot-
ting, chestnut window casings with shell glass 
Spadina Hotel at Night, 
1979 
Peler Ma allum 
and high, curved ceilings with decorative 
moulding. 
The Cabana Room, under the management of 
Dan Poulos in the early 1980's, became one of 
the city' centre of local avant-garde music and 
art . Bands uch as the Government, Mama Quilla 
II, the Honolulu Heartbreaker , the Hummer Sis-
ters , as well as a number of performance artists 
uch as Colin Campbell, Margaret Dragu, 
Andrew Patterson and Marion Lewis, have per-
formed there in the past few year . 
/ 
1 ····.·. 
. . :: 
.Qfi inn 
RICHARDSON HOUSE 
Spadlna Hotel, February, 
1954 
Baldwin Room, Metro Reference 
Library ( 1-197) 
1n1; _1 tn 
Richardson House, 1885 
Advertising illustration from the 
Toronto Directory 
Hotel Falconer, c. 1911 
From Orell lRr Toronto and the 
Men Who Made It , Baldwin 
Room. Metro Reference Libra ry 
I lfi -124 
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Room in the Spadina 
Hotel, July, 1984 
P ter Mac allum 
0-82 
96 
Spadina Hote l and the CN 
Tower, April, 1985 
Elizabeth Fe ryn 
100 102 106-110 
Untitled Ins tallation by 
Walter Gramming, 1983 
ross-Ot, a German-
anadian exchange exhibi-
tion held on the 4th floor of 
80 Spadina, co-sponsored by 
hromozone, 320 padina, 
a nd Y¥Z , 116 Spadina 





Adelaide and Spadina 
lLGWU Picket, Jae-An 
Junior, 1964 
Balfour Building, 119 
padina. 
International Ladi s GarmenL 
Workers nion 
"Most of the shops were on Adelaide and Spa-
dina, the needle trades. Lunch time we u ed to 
go out to see other workers - talk to them. We 
had demonstrations when an election was on, 
when J.B. Salsberg was running, or Tim Buck. 
One hour for lunch - canvassing, leafletting, 
speakers on the corners. 
I lived around where I worked . In those days, 
who had a car? We u ed to walk. You knew 
everybody. Once you had automobiles, people 
moved away. The woman stopped working in 
the trade, the husband could afford to make a 
living for both. 
When you work in a factory, you become part 
of the factory. Your fellow workers are your 
friends, your family. When you went out on 
Spadina Avenue you saw everybody, talked to 
everybody. Even if you didn 't work in the same 
shop, you still knew them from belonging to the 
union." 
Interview with Sophie Mandel , May 27, 1984 
123 121 119 
Carrying Fur Pelts, 1970 
Ri hmond at Spadina . 
Marilyn pink 
105 lOla 101 
93 
Work to Rule, 1984 
Alleyway north of Rich-




Darling Building 104 Spadina 
This nine-storey warehouse and office building 
on the southwest comer of Adelaide and Spa-
dina was completed in 1909. It was the first 
multi-storied loft building on Spadina, and one 
of the earliest cement buildings erected in the 
city. Built for Andrew Darling at a cost of 
$150,000, it housed his own company - the Dar-
ling Dress Company - and was identifiable by 
the large water tank on the roof. 
The building still hou es some of the major 
dress and coat manufacturing companies of Spa-
dina Avenue. 
Spadina Avenue, c. 1921 Temperance Hall , c. 1890 
Looking southwest to the Baldwin Room , MeLro Reference 
Darling Building. Library (T 121 14) 
Public work phoLograph, City 
of Toronto Archives (1732) 
Completion of Re-laying of 
Tracks, May 15, 1911 
Adelaide and Spadina, look-
ing northeast. Supervi or 
inspecting completion of the 
work tarted May 4, 191 l. 
Public works photograph , City 




Temperance Hall 144 Spadina 
This small building at the southwest comer of 
Richmond and Spadina was established by 1856 
as the Temperance Hall , Sons of Coldstream 
Division. Known as the Baptist Mission, it was a 
meeting place for the Disciples of Jesus. It was 
known as " ... a building much in need of repair 
but one in which the present writer believes 
that much earnest Christian work is done. He is 
acquainted with young women residing in the 
west end of our city, orphans, unbefriended, liv-
ing on their daily labour, who have been much 
helped by the teaching given here in this little 
chapel." (7bronto: Past and Present Until 1882, 
P. Mulvany) The building continued as a Gospel 
Hall of the Plymouth Bretheren until 1893. 
100 102 
In the early 1900's the site was occupied by a 
builder, Archer & Co., the Blundall Piano Co. 
and Dominion Foundry Supply. The building was 
demolished around this time. With the widening 
of Richmond Street and its connection to Balsam 
Street in the 1920's, Nat's Service Station, later 
Saul's Service Station, was built on an angle 
with the widened comer. The present two-
storey building houses a ladies' garment retail 




A Tribute to Greatness 
From an advertisement in Con· 
tract Record and Engineering 
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IN admiration of the late Earl Balfour, the owners of this 
splendid new building have given 
it his namo. And along with this 
admiration there has gone a sense 
of obligation to build an edifice 
worthy of the name it is to bear. 
This is reflected in every detail of 
its construction and appointments 
-Quality honors Quality. 
Th.i passenger and freight 
elevators ｩｮｳｴｾｬｬ･､＠ in the Balfour 
Building also bear a famous name 
-"Otis-Fensom", the standard 
of elevator performancc- the world 
over. 
OTIS .- FENSOM ELEVATOR COMPANY 
Head O tt'ic and Wort<: LIMITED Hamilton, Ontario 
Balfour Building 119 Spadina 
The present twelve-storey building on the 
northeast comer of Adelaide and Spadina was 
designed by Bertjamin Brown in 1930. The loft 
building, with an art deco surface design and a 
fourteen-storey tower, forms the eastern gate-
way to Spadina Avenue. 
The concrete and brick structure was built by 
H.A. Wickett Construction, with elevators by 
Otis-Fensom of Hamilton. The building was 
named in honour of the Earl of Balfour, a for-
mer British prime minister who , in the historic 
"Balfour Declaration" of 1917, committed the 
British government to support a Jewish home-
land in Palestine. 
Since the 1930's the Balfour Building has been 
one of the major garment industry buildings in 
the city. 
Machine Operators, Mr. 
Suli's Dress Factory, 1984 
Tenth noor, Balfour 
Building. 
Peter Mac allum 
Balfour Building, c. 1931 
Tuken during construction 
from the upper noors of the 
Darling Building. 





St. Christopher House, 
September, 1914 
The t. Christopher ettle-
ment House wa establish d 
on Leonard treet (in the 
former mansion of ir 
asimir Gzow ki) by the 
Pre byterian hurch in 
1912. It offered a range of 
social and athletic pro-
grams, was the site of the 
fir t Turonto daycare pro-
gram and provided baby 
clinic which gave away 
pasteurized milk and for-
mula to local moth r . 
City of Toronto Archives 
(Health 334) 
140a 140 
St. Andrew's Square 
Playground, August, 1914 
Located at Richmond and 
padina , this was form erly 
the site of l. Andrew 's 
Market. It is now a park 
and the location of a Metro 
public work garage . 
ily of Toronlo Arch ives 
(Pa rks 425) 
St. Andrew's Women's 
Basketball Champions, 
August, 1914 
Cily of Turonlo Archives 
(Parks 433) 




Benjamin Brown, Architect 
Bertjamin Brown worked on Spadina Avenue 
during the industrial development of the treet 
in the 1920's. Between 1920 and 1930 he de-
signed nine building on the Avenue and a num-
ber of others in the vicinity: Standard Theatre, 
Dundas & Spadina, 1921; Empire Clothing Build-
ing, Phoebe & padina, 1926; Geller Brothers 
Garage, near St. Andrew's & Spadina, 1923; 
Reading Building, Camden & Spadina, 1925; 
Thwer Building/Oxford Building, Adelaide & 
Spadina, 1927; Fashion Building, Camden & Spa-
dina, 1929; hiffer-Hillrnan Building, Phoebe & 
Spadina, 1929; Balfour Building, Adelaide & 
Spadina, 1930; Medico-Dental Building, College 
& Spadina, 1930. (Source: Biographical DictionanJ 
of Architects in Canada, Robert Hill , editor, forth-
coming) 
The Tower Building 106-110 Spadina 
The pre ent ten- torey loft building at the 
northwest comer of Adelaide and Spadina was 
erected by the Oxford Clothing Company, owned 
by the Po Jun brothers and C. James. Usually 
known as the Tuwer Building, it was designed in 
1927 by Bertjarnin Brown, who u ed a neo-
Gothic motif on the exterior, focussing on the 
twelve-storey tower, and in the lobby interior. 
The building was occupied mainly by ladies' 
apparel factories - cloaks, suits and dresses. 
One of the largest was the Superior Cloak Com-
pany, owned by the Posluns. 
The Tower Building continues to be one of the 




Tower Building, July, 
1984 
Pete r MacCallum 
Lobby, Fashion Building, 
July, 1984 
P ter MacCallum 
116-124 
130 136 
Fashion Building, c. 1927 
The final building diffe rs 
slightly in de tail from the 
architect 's original drawing. 
Toronto Jewish Congress 
Archives (3307) 
140a 140 
Fashion Building 130 Spadina 
For over thirty years William Coo operated a 
grocery store at the northwest comer of Camden 
and Spadina. 
The present building was erected in 1925-27 
by Goldberg Brothers and Hartman. The archi-
tect , Beajamin Brown, designed the eight-storey 
building with neo-Gothic detail on the doorway 
and upper floors. The small marbled lobby has 
decorative patterns and plaster emblems in-
scribed with the word "Fashion." 
The building continues to house some of the 
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Wednesday on the Avenue 
"One thing you must know. Turonto is stra-
tegically located within an area for places like 
Wind or, London, Kitchener, Chatham, Cam-
bridge , Guelph, and then west - Hamilton of 
course, and to the north - Sudbury, the Sault, 
North Bay and Peterborough, and Kingston, 
Cornwall. 
And on a Wednesday afternoon, none of the 
wholesalers on Spadina will allow you into their 
places. Becau e those people take a train and 
they get off at Union Station, they take a cab 
here to Spadina and Adelaide and they can do 
everything. I'm talking about retailers, regard-
le of what bu ine they're in. They can hit 
thirty fur or dre manufacturers in one day. 
They don 't have to travel from one end of the 
city to the other. 
We have found that any furrier, other than a 
retailer, who open in the suburb , uffers. Peo-
ple who come in for the day do not want to 
travel way up north on Yonge treet, or to Mis-
si auga. The p ople come in here on a Wednes-
day, boom! , they just buy whatever stock they 
need and then they hop on a train at 6 o'clock 
or 7 o'clock, and go home." 






At the end of the Second World War, the Japa-
nese-Canadians, or Nisei, were released from 
detention camps in western Canada and were 
officially dispersed across the country. "Turonto 
with its aura of big time glamour and job oppor-
tunities, was the most favoured destination . 
Japanese tramped the streets in a hunt for ac-
commodations, enduring slammed doors and 
abusive rebuffs, their search likely ended in the 
Jewish section off Spadina Avenue, the core of 
the garment industry. Here the lodgers were 
often within walking distance of work, since the 
manufacturers and sundry firms owned by Jews 
were the least hesitant about hiring the un-
wanted. They were also the first willing to pro-
mote these employees to supervi ory positions as 
well as to take on Nisei women in their offices, 
an unheard-of practice by non-Japanese West 
Coast businesses .... But after several hundred 
had entered the city during the early stages of 
the eastward flow, it was declared off-limits. 
They could settle anywhere el e in Ontario or 
Eastern Canada, even the townships and village 
bordering Toronto, but only with the consent of 
the special Japanese Pia ement Officer could 
they live or work in the city proper." (Nikke'i 
Legacy, The Story of Japanese Canadians from Set-
tlement lo 1bday, Toyo Takata, N .C. Press, Toronto, 
1983) 
Designers on Spadina, 
May, 1968 
Counter-clockwise from the 
left front : model, Norman 
Rogul fox coat; model , 
JuniorVogue linen dress; 
Morris Hacker, presser, 
Primrose Garment Co .; 
Jerry Green , President, 
Green's Raw Furs Co.; 
orman Rogul , President, 
orman Rogul Fur ; model , 
Ruth Dukas ballgown ; Mor-
ri Watkin , President, Miss 
Sun Valley ; Claire Haddad , 
Coty Award for Design , 
Claire Haddad Ltd .; Jack 
Klein, President, Sol Swartz 
Garments; model , David 
Rea wedding gown; Sam 
Sherkin , President, Sam 
Sherkin & Co.; David Rea, 
President, David Rea 
Dresses; David Weiser, Vice-
president, Highland Queen 
Sportswear, designer of the 
Maple Leaf tartan ; model, 
Claire Haddad award-win-
ning negligee ; Bernard 
Cowan, Vice-president, 
Ontario Fashion Institute ; 
model, Sea Queen bikini ; 
Murray Kates , President, 
Ontario Garment Salesmen's 
Market; Mary Mclnni , fur 
consultant with Norman 





Saturday Street Vendors 
near 154 Spadina, April, 
1985 
Elizabeth Feryn 
Metrornelt, Spadina south 
of Queen, December, 1977 
The building on the right, 
with the art deco facade , 
was formerly St. Margaret 's 
Church . 
Barrie Davis, Globe and Mail 
(77012-07) 
140a 140 
146 148 150 152 
City Sewer Worker, King 




Street Crowd, Camden and 
Spadina, 1950's 
Kenny Collection, Fisher Rare 
Book Room , niversity of 
Toronto (Box 63 , 179) 
141 139a 139 129 
St. Margaret's Church, 
161-163 Spadlna, c. 1920 
The church was converted 
into a factory in the late 
1910's, and a yellow-brick 
art deco facade was added 
at a later date . The decorat-
ive buttresses, visible in the 
upper left of the photo-
graph, can still be seen 
from Perry Lane . The build-
ing is now a factory and 
retail outlet. 
William James, Cily of Toronto 
Archives (1735) 
Toronto Joint Board, 
Amalgamated Clothing 
Workers of America, 
1930'8 
The Amalgamated Clothing 
Workers Union was original-
ly formed in Turonto in 1915 
as a breakaway from the 
United Garment Workers, in 
order to better represent 
the interests of immigrant 
workers in the men's cloth-
ing industry. 
Amalgamaled Clothing Workers 
of America 




"The Unemployed movement had its head-
quarters at the United Church, the People's 
Church at Queen and Spadina. The Reverend Mr. 
McKay, he'd come with our delegations to City 
Hall when they'd cut people's water off or the 
electricity, or cut them off pogey. But McKay 
became too radical so they shipped him off to a 
mission somewhere. 
When we'd hear about an eviction, we'd run 
off 500 or 1,000 leaflets in a hurry, turning the 
old crank on the mimeograph machine, and dis-
tribute them around the neighbourhood. In two 
hours we'd have 1,000 people around the house. 
Immigrant Family, 152 
Spadina, March, 1916 
City of Toronto Archives 
(Health 423) 
We'd stop them from moving things out, but 
sometimes they'd bring in the Irish Constabu-
lary, the backbone of the police force . They 
used to be rugged times. " 
Interview with Max llomaki , April , 1985. 
146 148 150 152 
Children in Front of 
Church of AU Nations, 
1920's 
Al o known as Queen Street 
United Church, Queen and 
padina, demolished in 
1984, now a vacant lot. 
United Church Archives 
73 
74 
Southeast Corner, Queen and Spadina 
The building at the southeast corner of Spadina 
and Queen was originally an Odd Fellows Hall, 
designed by Langley and Burke. It was erected 
in 1888. 
The corner store started as Devaney Brothers, 
a dry-goods merchant. Since the 1920's it has 
seen a succe ion of restaurants: the New Paris 
Cafe, Holm's Cafe & Quick Lunch , the Regal 
Sandwich Shop and most recently the Lite-Bite 
Restaurant. The second and third floors have 
had a variety of tenants over the years , from 
manufacturers to coal merchants. In the late 
1930's it was a local political and trade union 
centre, with headquarter of the Workers Unity 
League and offices for various organizations: 
United Shoe Workers of America, Local 157; 
LaVoc Degli Italo-Canadesi; United Garment 
Delegates, First National 
Ukrainian Workers Con-
vention, 1930 
M. SchJacte r, Public Archive 
Canada (PA 1177 68) 
Workers Union; Brotherhood of Painters and 
Decorators, Local 864; United Brotherhood of 
Carpenters and Joiners, Local 1963; Upholsters 
and Furniture Workers Union , Local 149; Wreck-
ers Local & International Hod Carriers Union; 
Window Cleaners Federal Union ; Ontario Feder-
ation on Unemployment. 
In 1984 Makos Furs undertook a major reno-
vation of the building, restoring the original 
cupola and moulding and opening a fur alon 
on the main floor. 
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Queen and Spadlna, May, 
1945 
Looking east on Queen. The 
cars crossing the inter ec-
tions are captured in 
motion by the low shutter 
speed of the camera. 
Toronto Transit Commission 
photograph, Public Archives 
Canada (PA 54010) 
Communist Literature 
eized by police in the 
round-up of Communist 
Party officials in eptember, 
1931 , under ection 98 of 
the Criminal Code. The 
photograph was 
publi hed in the 
November 10, 1931, 
Turonto Tel£gram. 
Toronto 11 legram 
York University 
Archives 
(Box 148, 1034) 




Men's Public Lavatory, 
Queen and Spadlna, 
c. 1900 
The entrance to the 
underground public lava-
tory was in the centre of 
the boulevard south of 
Queen. St. Margaret 's 
Church is on the right. 
City engineer photograph, 
Public Archives Canada (PA 
554 11) 
140a 140 
Boulevard in Winter, 1901 
Looking south from Queen 
and padina. The Darling 
Build ing is on the right and 
the entrance to the men ' 
underground lavatory is in 
the foregrou nd . 
Public works photograph, City 
of Toronto Archives (7167) 
Interior, Underground 
Public Lavatory, c. 1900 
The sign on the clo et doors 
reads: "Please do not use 
closets as urinals." 
City engineer photograph, 
Public Archive of Canada 
(PA 55723) 
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Demolition of Turret, 
Bargain Benny's, 1972 
The turret on the northwest 
corner corresponded to the 
cupola on the southeast cor-
ner of the Odd Fellow 's 
Hall . 
Peter MacCallum 
Pickford Theatre 382 Spadina 
Originally built as the Auditorium Theatre, one 
of the earliest movie houses in Turonto in the 
1910's, the Mary Pickford Theatre is rumoured 
to have been owned at one time by Mary Pick-
ford, the Turonto-born actress, and Douglas Fair-
banks. The building's turret, together with the 
one on the southeast corner, marked the Queen 
and padina intersection. 
Operated independently by C. Rotenberg dur-
ing the 1930's, the theatre showed a variety of 
movies, from standard Hollywood fare to Soviet 
films. The third floor was the Leonard Athletic 
Centre, where local boxers like Sammy Luft-
pring got their start. As the Variety Theatre in 
the early 1950's, the building showed controver-
sial American films such as "Salt of the Earth," 
which had been banned in the U.S. during the 
McCarthy period. 
In the late 1950's the building was turned into 
a large bargain store called Benny's. Famous for 
its extravagant signs and wall paintings, and for 
its Scottie dog symbol , Benny's Pickfair Market 
extolled its wares to the street. 
The building was demolished, along with its 
turret, in 1972, and the present two-storey brick 
building was erected. 
Bargain Benny's Pickfair 




Men at Work, Queen and 
Spadina, May, 1922 
Toronto Transit ommission 
Archives (TRA 480) 
169'h 
The Old Leonard 
"Oh, man, what a joint the old Leonard was in 
[1925)! It was located in a second floor loft, up-
stairs from the old Pickford Theatre at Queen 
and Spadina. The layout was one big room, with 
a boxing ring in the middle and chairs for about 
150 ranged around it. 
The place was filthy. It was grey with dust 
and dirt. The air was harp with the stench of 
sweat mingled with cigar smoke. There was only 
one light, a great big white dazzler strung up 
over the centre of the ring, and the smoke of 
150 cigars billowed through the light like a fog . 
. . . All around me I could see the faces of these 
grown men set in fierce masks, the way fight 
fans can look when they imagine that it's really 
them up there, lashing out the punishment .... 
That night, the bout that these men had come 
to see was a real crowd-pleaser, featuring two 
Jewish boys, Harry Katz and Goody Rosen. An 
all-Jewish hou e couldn't lo e. One of their own 
was bound to win. And in the end, it was Harry 
Katz who won ... 
For Harry Katz, that night, with that 
audience, he was king. When he took the match 
the crowd roared, making an incredible explo-
sion of noi e in that tiny little room, deafening 
in my ears, but very, very exciting at the same 
time. Man, what a feeling of glory there was in 
that room. They pre ented him with this great 
big silver cup, and later, all the people who had 
been there waited down on the street for him, 
to cheer him again. 
We waited too, my pa and I, and we became 
part of the procession going up Spadina, with 
everybody topping and staring at us, and then 
cheering as Harry Katz led the parade, holding 
this great big silver cup in hi arms. 
He was a king, that's the only way I can 
describe it. A Jewish king who had won his 
crown with the force of his fists. 
And I wanted so much to take his place that I 
could taste it." 
Call me Sammy, Sammy Luft.spring with Brian Swar-
brick, Prentice-Hall , carborough, 1975. 
165 
Sammy Luftspring, 1938 
ammy Luftspring, orman 
(Baby) Yack , Dave Yack and 
Frank Genove e were 
Spadina-area children who 
became boxer . In 1936 
Luftspring and Dave Yack 
were to repres nt Canada 
at the Munich Olympics. 
However, they joined the 
boycott of the Games, or-
ganized to protest Hitler ' 
treatment of German Jews. 
They igned up for the 
alternative People 's Olym-
pic to be held in Barce-
lona, which were later 
cancelled due to the out-
break of the Spanish Civil 
War. Luftspring's profe -
sional boxing career was cut 
short when , as the reigning 
Canadian welterweight 
champion, he was blinded 
in a fight, one match away 
from the world lightweight 
title . 





fice, 174 Spadina, c. 1954 
Morning line-up to apply for 
unemployment insurance 
benefits and check job 
listings. 
Canadian '!Tibune, Public 
Archives Canada (PA 93908) 
Pedestrian, 1969 
Looking north to 378 
Queen, originally built as a 
branch of the Bank of 




Conference, Soho and 
Queen, 1940's 
Front row , from the left: 
Mrs. C.P. Jone ,?, Rev. 
Wainer,?, Rev. C.P. Jones, 
Rev. Perry, Rev. John 
Holland , Bishop Gregg, Dr. 
Berry, Mrs. Ida Perry, Rev. 
Lord , Mrs. Vera Clarke, 
Mrs. Elizabeth Hackley, ?. 
Second row:?,?, Oliver 
Holland , Lloyd Perry, 
Alberta May Jones,?,?, 
Marie Hackley, Jocely 
Hackley (minister's wife) , 
Mr . Martha Stewart, 
Jeanette Woodcock , Grant 
Hackley,?,?,?,?. Third row: 
Geraldine Hackley, Mrs. 
Rachel Hackley, Mrs. Myrtle 
Hackley,?,?,?. Fourth row: 
Elaine Hackley, Mrs. May 
Thomas,?, Mr . Bonner 
(Oakville),?, Mrs. Maomi 
Pascoe, Mr. Coates (?). Fifth 
row: ?, Mr. Hiram Johnson . 
Multicultural History Society, 





"People who are not in the area think it's 
fascinating, but people who are don 't think 
much of it. When you come up through it and 
you experience it, it 's nice to read about it, but 
it's not nice to experience it. You have good 
moments, but you have more bad. 
Sometimes you want to work and you can't 
work. The economics are bad and in those days 
it was certain jobs for certain people. The Jews 
had the garment industry, local blacks worked in 
service jobs - on the trains and as domestics. I 
guess if you were an Orangeman or something, 
you worked at City Hall. 
The blacks didn't hang out together. The con-
tact I had with other blacks would only be 
through the United Negro Improvement A ocia-
tion Hall or the church . They would have special 
206 208 
Willison Square, late 
1950's 
Willison quar , off 
padina, was cons idered a 
slum area in the post-war 
pe riod , and most of the 
hous ing was demoli hed to 
build the Alexandra Park 
hou ing d velopment in 
1966. The completed com-
plex has 410 units and 
houses approximately 1,900 
people. 
CMH , Public Archives anada 
(PA 113399) 
clubs in an area like that, like West Indian clubs, 
social things, but it would be a loose type of 
thing. People would join because they're black. 
Around Queen and Bathurst, when I was a 
kid , everyone was Ukrainian, Jewish, Hungar-
ian , Polish. There was a great mix of eastern 
Europeans. And up further, you ran into a lot of 
Italians. The kid you hung out with , usually 
their mother could never speak English. You 
never really spoke correct English to them, you 
spoke a kind of funny Engli h. That 's all they 
seemed to be able to understand. If you spoke 
correctly they didn 't really understand." 
Interview with Ernie Richard on , May 27, 1984 
246 
Early Morning Street 
Scene, Queen and Spadina, 
1985 
Lorne From r 
Children on Cameron 
Street, 1969-70 
Cameron and Queen , aero 
the street from Alexandra 
Park . 
Yuri Humphr y 
248 250 252 254 256 
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Bill and Marge, 
Superintendents, 
165 Spadina, 1974 
Raphael B ndahan 
IRn u .. 
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce 165 
Spadina 
The small frame building at the northeast cor-
ner of Queen and Spadina was a hotel in the 
late 1880's, known variously as Brown's Hotel, 
Brewer's Hotel and the Avenue. 
The present building was erected for the 
Bank of Hamilton , designed by architect G.W. 
Gouinlock in 1902. The storefronts that extend 
up the north side have been occupied by a var-
iety of dress and fur merchants over the years. 
The restaurant on the corner of Bulwer Street, 
Abella's, was a well-known lunch counter and 
emi-official office for J.B. Salsberg, the local 
MPP. The second storey is presently occupied 
by small law firms. 
The northwest corner of Spadina and Queen 
was a local gathering spot and, until the 1880's, 
marked the start of Spadina Avenue. The Salva-
tion Army held street-comer concerts and 
meetings here as far back as 1892. In the 1920's 
and 30's the corner became a battlefield be-
tween Communists and the Toronto Red Squad. 
In 1929, during a peaceful street-comer gather-
ing for the Board of Control election, two 
speakers, George Andrews and Joe Farbey, 
were arrested and charged under the vagrancy 
section of the Criminal Code for "a disturbance 
in or near any street, road, highway or public 
place by screaming, swearing or singing, or by 
being drunk, or by impeding or incommodating 
peaceable passengers. " They were sentenced to 
thirty days in the Don Jail. (Source: The Little 
Band, Lita-Rose Betcherman, Deneau, Ottawa, 1982) 
Spadina, pre-1909 
Looking north from Queen . 
The tree-lined boulevard 
were removed in the 
1920' . The new kiosk on 
the left is presently run by 
the C 18. 
From Greater Turonto fl· 




Excavation for King 's 
Court, June, 1984 
The south side of 192 
padina, the Murray Build-
ing, is in the background . 
Peter Ma allum 
China Court 208-210 Spadina 
The site on the we t ide of padina Avenue 
was, in the late 1800's, thee tate of Dr. Cook. 
Built as a grand mansion, it included a large for-
mal garden with a fountain , a brick lodge at the 
entrance to the driveway, and stables enclosed 
by an iron fence. 
Redeveloped in the 1920's, it became the 
General Motors ales and ervice centre for the 
Truck and Coach Division. In the late 1970's the 
GM operation was clo d and sold. After a mas-
sive rede ign , the ite became the China Court 
shopping centre, featuring an Oriental motif and 
an exterior Chine e garden of bridges, ponds 
and ceremonial arches. The current owners pro-
pose to demolish the present structure and erect 
a major commercial-re idential building. 
Shoppers on Spadina, 
April, 1985 
Looking outhwest to China 
Court on the right . 
Elizabeth Feryn 
King's Court Under Con-
struction, 188 Spadina, 
1985 
King 's Court is one of a 
number of major develop-
ments on Spadina catering 
to the growing Chine e 





Department of Soldiers 
Civil Re-establishment, 
Keen's Building, 185 
Spadina, c. 1918 
Built in the 1910's at 
Spadina and Bulwer, Keen 's 
Building was known locally 
as the Spadina Avenue Ar· 
mouries. In the 1940's the 
Second Divi ion R C and 
the "A" Corp RCCS were 
stationed on padina. The 
building is presently 
occupied by offices and the 
Turonto Trade Centre. 
Peake & Whittingham, Public 
Archives Canada (PA 6 101) 
House Ghost, May, 1984 
North side of Keen's Build-
ing, 185 Spadina. 
Peter MacCallum 
187-191 Spadina, June, 
1940 
The house were demol-
ished in 1940, but their 
gho ted form remains on 
the north wall of 185 
Spadina. 




Labour Day Parade, 
September, 1957 
Asbe to workers line up 
fo r the tart of the parade. 
Toronto Telegram , York Univer-
sity Archives (Box 354 , 2347) 
Mille Drivers and Dairy 
Employees Union, Sep-
tember, 1953 
Labour Day Parade, Bulwer 
and padina. 
Toronto Telegram , Ontario 
Archive · (9977) 
Majorettes , Labour Day 
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Residence of Dr. William 
Ogden, 184 Spadina, 
c. 1910 
One of the early stately 
homes of Spadina, this was 
later the Vapaus Bookstore 
and Workers Restaurant. 
Baldwin Room, Metro Reference 
Library ( T 11428) 
Child Pioneers, 184 
Spadina, 1935 
The Vapaus Book tore and 
Worker Restaurant were 
the centre of Finnish poli· 
tics and social life on pa-
dina. The building has since 
been demolished. 
Public Archives Canada 
(PA 126779) 
248 250 252 254 256 
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"The House of Stouts," 
Sapera Brothers Ltd., 197 
Spadina 
Illustration by Robert 
McRae , tyles, August , 
1931. 
Rare Book Room , Metro 
Reference Library 
Empire Clothing Building 197 padina 
The building on the northeast corner of Phoebe 
and Spadina was designed by Bertjamin Brown 
for the Empire lothing Company in 1923. 
Originally, a row of elegant Victorian semi-
detached hou es stood on the site. An upper-
class re idential neighbourhood in the 1800' and 
90's, this part of padina was a popular address 
for doctors and minister . 




Shiffer-Hillman is one of the 
longest-operating men's 
clothing factories on 
Spadina. 
Jack Dobson, Globe & Mail 
Residence of Dr. W.T. 
Stuart, 197 Spadina, 1891 
The house was demoli hed 
in the 1920's, and the Em-
pire Clothing Building was 
built on the site in 1926. It 
i now the location of 
hiffer-Hillman. 
Topley Collection, Public 
Archives Canada (PA 27239) 
97 
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Workmen Laying Sidewalk 
Curbs, September, 1902 
240 padina at Broad way 
Place (later Willison 
uare). 
City engineer photograph, 
［ｾｯｦ＠ Thronto Archives (Vol. 3, 
C) PADlNA AVE.NUL 
ｐＬ ＬＬｴｾＭＮＭ Ｈｮ＠ G1·t\ 111 1t A",.111" "'" ｾｴｐ｡ｬﾷｩｴｴ｜ＮＮＮｾＧＧ＠
Io C5 4 . 
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Spadina Between Grange 
and St. Patrick (Dundas), 
1864 
The centre lane is marked 
Carr Lane, later known as 
Broadway Place (Willison 
Square). 
Illustration by W.J . Thomson in 
Robertson's Landmarks of 1br· 
onto , Volume 3, 1896, Baldwin 
Room, Metro Reference Library 
Canadian Seamen's Union 
Demonstration, 256 
Spadina, late 1940's 
The radical Canadian 
Seamen 's Union (CSU) 
organized merchant seamen 
on the Great Lakes in the 
late 1930's and during the 
Second World War signed 
up the Canadian Inter-
national Merchant Marine 
fleet . In 1948 the CSU was 
caught in a bitter strike 
against the Great Lake ship 
owners. The owners 
brought in the U.S. -based 
Seamen 's International 
Union (SIU) led by Hal 
Banks. With the complicity 
of the Canadian govern-
ment and the assi tance of 
the owners, the IU 
smashed the C U and de-
certified the union in 1949. 
Helen Wasser, Canadian 
Tribune, Public Archives 
Canada (PA 93877) 
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A Space, 204 Spadina, 
1984 
Founded in 1971 on t. 
Nicholas treet, A pace 
was the first arti t-run 
parallel space in Canada. 
The gallery moved to pa-
dina in 1983 and wa the 
lo ation of the exhibition 
" padina Ave.: A Photo-
history" in Augu t-
eptember, 19 4. The 
exterior billboard in talla-
tion by Cathy Daley i part 
of a eries entitled " Public 
Addre s.' ' 
Peter MacCallum 
Cultural Cutbacks 
Demonstration, March 16, 
1985 
A demon tration organized 
by the Turonto Arti ts 
Union . 
Lome Fromer 
Injured Being Removed by 
Ambulance Attendants, 
February, 1931 
The photograph was part of 
a montage illu trating a 
new paper story entitled 
"Communists on Spadina 
Avenue Riot," February 26 , 
1931. 
Turonto Telegram , Canada Wide 
Free Speech 
"Spadina Avenue is famous for what has been 
done there in the fight for freedom of speech. It 
is famous for the type of working people that 
walk there, to and fro, from the shop and fac-
tory, It is a social theatre. It is, more than all 
else, a battlefield. It has been such in years gone 
by, and it is today. 
I remember how the Young Communist 
League adopted this broad avenue as the stage 
on which to put on many a good street meeting. 
Their youthful zeal smiled at the opposition of 
the foe . 
It is a fine evening in April. A meeting is to 
be held at Dundas comer. The speaker mounts 
the box and exclaims: 'Comrades and fellow-
workers.' Suddenly a loud 'Move on! Move on! 
You are too near the comer!' interrupts the elo-
quence of the speech. It is the police. The whole 
meeting moves a few paces from the comer and 
resumes its stance. The speaker resumes. He 
talks about unemployment and wage cuts. 
'Move on!' order the police again. 'You are 
blocking traffic!' So once more the meeting 
shifts its 'soap box' and once more the speaker 
opens fire. 
But the police are not finished. They come for 
the third time with their insistent 'move on.' 
But this time the officer says: 'You can't hold a 
meeting here. ' He orders the meeting to disper e 
at once. And then commences a struggle on the 
street that was to be repeated many dozens of 
times. No one disperses. The speaker stays on 
the box. He is dragged down and conducted to 
the Black Maria. Another mounts the box to 
speak and is dragged away. But the crowd is in-
creasing. The waves of excitement begin to roll 
up and down Spadina. The audience of a hun-
dred or so around the orator as if by magic 
swells until there is a crowd of over a thou and 
people jamming the whole street. 'Iraffic is now 
stopped. Other soap boxes come into use. The 
crowd shouts approval. They burst the sky with 
cheers. They surge around and around the box. 
They mill about. They will not leave the place. 
Five speakers have been taken away. And the 
sixth man is picked up by the police. This one is 
a stranger. No one knows his name, nor where 
he came from. He is thrown into the wagon . 
In a short time I contacted the police station. 
The bail was set at $50 each for six men. 'Would 
I come and get them out?' The required $300 
was soon collected. 
We went to the station and there was fun . 
The stranger was in a rage at having been 
arrested in this fashion. On the street when told 
to 'move on' he had informed the police 'I'm an 
Irishman and, bejapers, I don 't move for any-
one.' With this the police had thrown him into 
the Black Maria. He was raging in the cell. 
'What is this place I've got into? If I iver git out 
of here, I'll jine the Communists,' he shouted. 
All six were given thirty days in the Langstaff 
jail. There they had the job of land caping the 
lawns and pathways in front of the prison. It 
turned out to be a work of art." 
All My Life, Rev. A.E. Smith, Progress Books, Toron-
to, second edition, 1977. 
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Re-laying Bed for Street-
car Tl"acks, May, 1919 
Public works photograph , City 
of Toronto Archives (RDY 804) 
City Workers, May, 1919 
Looking south on Spadina. 
The Con olidated Glass 
Building is on the left. 
Public works photograph, City 
of Toronto Archives (RDY 805) 
250 252 254 256 
Winter on Spadina, 
c. 1912 
Looking north from Dundas. 
The Consolidated Glass 
Building i on the right. 





House 233-235 Spadina 
The house was built in the 1880's for a Mr. 
Huson Murray. It was briefly a funeral home in 
the 1910's. Since 1921 it has been rented for 
apartments and offices. 
The house was purchased by the tarr family 
in 1950. The superintendent, Mike, was a well-
recognized local figure who sat on the porch dai-
ly surveying the street. The house was often the 
scene of artists' gatherings. Graham Coughtry, 
283 281 
the painter, and Irving Gro sman, the architect, 
lived there . 
The only extant hou e of the 1800' period 
left on padina Avenue, it is a small reminder of 
the street's former re idential grandeur. Tuday, 
although adly in need of repair, it retain the 
unusual feature of a mall inner courtyard with 
a magnificent mountain ash tree. 
Vacant House, 233-235 
Spadina,June, 1984 
The house, although vacant 
and in disrepair, remain 
one of the only examples of 
Spadina residential architec-
ture of the late nineteenth 
century. 
Peter MacCaUum 
277 273 271 269 267 265 263 261 
Consolidated Glass 
Building, c. 1910 
The house on the righ t is 
235 Spadina . 
Peake & Whittingham , Public 
Archi ves Canada (PA 68069) 
Cast Iron Doorway, Con-
solidated Glass Building, 
239-241 Spadina, May, 
1984 
Peter MacCallum 
The Consolidated Plate Glass Building 
241 Spadi na 
The Consolidated Plate Gia Company was 
formed by the merger of several companies in ＭＮ［［［［［ＺＺＺＺＺＺｾＡｾｩｩｩｩｬｾ＠
1893, under the directorship of John W. Hobbs. ｾｾ Ｍ ｾ Ｍ Ｚ ｾ Ｚ ＢＧＢ ＡＡＡＡｬＡｩｩｪｩ［ｾ［［ＺＺ＠
It imported and sold plate, sheet and ornamental ""' 
glass, as well as painters ' and glaziers ' supplies. 
In 1910 William Steele , an industrial architect 
based in Pittsburgh, designed a five-storey brick 
warehouse for Consolidated Plate Glass on Spa-
dina Avenue, at a cost of $60,000. His other 
major industrial buildings in the city were 
the Thronto Carpet Factory on King Street 
West, and the Eaton 's warehouse on Bay Street 
(demolished). 
The Beaux-Arts building facade is of terra 
cotta, red sandstone and brick. The entrance 
arch was designed with a cast-iron gate, which 
enclosed a small portico with four steps. The 
interior post-beam construction with wood floor, 
stairwell wainscotting and ceiling, remains 
intact. 
The building is presently owned by HonCon 
Development Company, with Icebox Flowers 
and the Chinese Canadian Intercultural Associa-
tion as the main tenants of the upper floors. The 
original facade has been altered by the introduc-
tion of a centre stair to the Formal Creations 
shop on the main floor. 
253-259 251 241 
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St. Elizabeth of Hungary Church 282 Spadina 
The site at the southwest comer of Spadina and 
St. Patrick (Dundas) was originally part of the 
Denison family estate, which included most of 
the area west of Spadina where Kensington Mar-
ket now stands. Arthur Denison designed the 
low Anglican church and school on the site, "a 
plain, quadrangular, red brick edifice with very 
scant pretensions to architectural beauty" 
( 1bronto: Past and Present Until 1882, 
J. Mulvany, 1884). The church was officially 
opened in January, 1884, having cost $17,000. 
The building was purchased by the Roman 
Catholic Archdiocese in 1943 and was rededi-
cated to St. Elizabeth of Hungary. The parish 
became the centre for the local Hungarian Cath-
olic community, which had previously had a 
small church on Grange Street. 
In 1956, with the suppression of the Hun-
garian uprisings, St. Elizabeth's became the 
organizational centre for the refugee airlift, as 
the headquarters of the Canadian Hungarian 
Federation in Turonto. St. Elizabeth's and Spa-
dina Avenue were often the first contact in 
Canada for newly arrived refugees. The church 
and parish hall became the religious and social 
centre for the refugee . 
Tu accommodate the enlarged parish, the 
church proper was renovated in HJ58-59 and 
1963, and a new rectory at 280 Spadina was 
built in 1967. 
Due to the declining numbers in the Hun-
garian community within the downtown core, 
the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Turonto 
recently sold the site to the Hing Lung Corpora-
tion . It is awaiting demolition to make room for 
an eight- to ten-storey commercial/re idential 
complex. The propo ed completion date for the 
project is 1986-87. 
Why don't you 
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Red Spadina, c. 1930 
Oemonslrali n oulside th 
' tandard Theatre at ' pa-
dina and Dundas, pr bably 
part of th " F'r e pee h" 
campaign . Mount d 
polic m n (on the 
left were a 
common ight 
on ' padina during 




Street Corner Speakers Dundas and padina 
"Many socialists were street-corner speakers, 
preaching ociali m on treet corners, and I 
e pecially er\joyed speaking on one treet corner 
on Dundas and padina. AU the Jew were o 
much up et because of an old man inger, a 
mishimit - he was a hristian mi ionary. Even 
non-religious so ialists were negative; we dis-
liked a Jew being a Yeshiva butcher in the 
young days, coming here, joining the mis ion-
aries, then u ing it a a job to try to convert the 
Jew in the Jewi h neighbourhood to Chri tian-
ity. So I alway er\joyed taking the next corner 
with about a couple of dozen of our ociali t 
and speaking on a box while he had thr , four 
people li tening. I er\joyed tanding ther on a 
box and talking, pr aching, telling them to be 
good trade unionists, fighting for shorter hour 
and better wages, against exploitation of the 
sweat hop , and al o calling them to join the 
ranks of the ocialist movement becau e we'll 
never have any freedom or economical ｳｾ｣ｵｲｩｴｹ＠
unless we bring ociali m. And I u ed to ay, 
'Why, thi fellow over there i promi ing you 
pie-in-the- ky. We promi e you omething now! ' 
We had a wonderful time with that mi ionary, 
but the poor fellow was o disgusted becau e we 
wer capturing every pas erby. So the street cor-
ner were our means for years. We had dozen 
of our fellow activi ts in the Arbeiterring, 
in the trade union movement, in the socialist 
movement." 
Sam B kman 
Born in 18 6 in the kraine, he participated in the 
revolutionary vent in Rus ia in 1905 and was deep-
ly affected by the anti-Jewi h pogrom . He came to 
anada in 1908 and was active in the Socialist Party 
and union organizing. 
The Gr at War and anadian Society, an Oral 
Hi,story, Daphne Read , d., ew Hogtown Pre , 
Toronto, 1978. 
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Fur Workers General 
Strike, June 16, 1958 
even hundred fur workers 
march on padina south of 
Dunda , on strike again t 
eighty-five employers. 
Toronto Telegram, York niver-




Standard Theatre 287 padina 
The fir t building on the northeast comer of 
Dundas and Spadina was a small frame church, 
the Methodist New Connection Church, built in 
1871. In 1876 the congregation bought land at 
College and Spadina and moved the frame truc-
ture up the Avenue on rollers. The property was 
then bought by Dr. H.H. Moorehead, who built a 
grand hou e, which he lived in for over thirty-
five years. 
The house was demoli hed in the late 1910's 
and a theatre was designed by Bertjamin Brown. 
The Standard Theatre opened on August 18, 
1921, and was one of the finest Yiddish theatres 
in North America. It was financed by elling 
shares to the local Yiddi h-speaking community 
and was managed by lsodore Axler. The theatre 
had its own stock company, which did every- Victory Burlesque, 1971 
Robert Markle and Miss 
Angel Eyes, Victory Bur-
lesque Dressing Room, 
1962 
thing from the Yiddish masters to melodramas of Peter MacCaUum 
low comedy and high tragedy. A touring com-
pany from New York would present the classics 
in Yiddish - Shakespeare, Gorky, Strindberg, 
Adler. 
The theatre was also the scene of many lec-
tures and meetings. In 1929 the Thronto police 
broke up a meeting to commemorate the death 
of Lenin and arrested Max Schur and another 
speaker for addressing the audience in a lan-
guage other than English. Tear gas was thrown 
and Becky Buhay, who had taken the chair, was 
overcome on the stage. 
On December 4, 1933, members of the Pro-
gressive Arts Club mounted the agit-prop play, 
Eight Men Speak. The play, written by Oscar 
Ryan, Ed Cecil-Smith, Frank Love and Mildred 
Goldberg, had a cast of twenty-five. It used a 
melange of styles - naturalistic, episodic, agit-
prop recitation - and attacked the imprison-
ment of the Communist Party leaders. The first 
performance sold out, and a econd performance 
was scheduled. The Thronto Police Commission 
threatened to revoke the theatre's film licence if 
the hall was rented to the Progressive Arts Club 
again. The play became part of the campaign 
which led to the release of the eight men in 
1934. 
In 1935 the theatre changed its name to 
the Strand and re-opened as a movie-hou e, al-
though it continued to have theatrical perfor-
mances and lectures on Sundays. In celebration 
of the end of the War, it was renamed the Vic-
tory and became a burlesque house . Notorious in 
its day, the Victory was a hang-out for univer-
sity students and artists who often used it as a 
subject for paintings and photography. 
Michel Lambeth , Public 
Archives Canada 
In 1975 the theatre was sold to Hang Hing 
Investments. The building was redesigned by 
Mandel pachman, who altered the entrance 
and added a basement dining room. It re-opened 
as the Golden Harvest Theatre, just as the Dun-
das and Spadina comer was becoming a centre 
for the Asian community in Thronto. 
Corned Beef Madeleine 
"On Spadina again, caught in the downpour, 
against which I did not lower my head, crossing 
block after block along a route taken a hundred 
years ago by colonial soldiers marching to Fort 
York. I was not interested in this street as his-
tory. Nor were the Chinese and Portugue e and 
West Indians, I thought, who all about me were 
hurrying to take shelter. Their expressions were 
the same as ours when we arrived on this street: 
a look that was empty of the past and that suf-
fered the pre o.nt. But their eyes gleamed as if 
reflecting the future that was visible all about 
them - a future of sturdy clothes and well-
stocked store and motor cars. Even in the rain I 
could see that what appeared to be new shops 
and buildings were only facades over the old: 
larger windows, bright tile, some stone work. I 
felt my past had not been erased, just covered 
over and given new names in other languages. 
Just before Dundas Street my attention was 
caught by a large sign across the street, 
Shopsy's . Despite pangs of hunger, I could not 
bring myself to go inside. I kept walking, 
swallowing streams of saliva. In my time it had 
been a small delicatessen. I remembered 
Shopsy 's parents. They tood at the steam table 
from morning to night, pale and patient, wear-
ing long white aprons, their faces moist from the 
steamer. They were unfailingly benign towards 
children. The rear of the little narrow store 
opened onto a corridor that led to the lobby of 
the Yiddish theatre and patrons could buy sand-
wiches, pop and candy at intermission. Once, 
out of curiosity, I went through Shopsy's into a 
dark lobby, found the theatre doors open and 
watched a rehear al. No one but me, apparently, 
knew that the doors were kept open during re-
hearsals. I got to know the actors and actre es 
and had the honor of being sent for corned-beef 
sandwiches, one of which was for me as a tip. 
That sandwich! Elevated to Proustian heights by 
a Turonto poet as the 'corned-beef madeleine. ' 
From that time on, all I have to do is bite into a 
sandwich and I am once more in the empty dark 
theatre, the actors come on stage and I live out 
again the old melodramas of incestuous love, 
dybbuks, white slavery, lovers parted by a 
cruel fate .. .. " 
Basic Black with Pear ls , Helen Weinzweig, Anansi , 
Toronto, 1980. 
299 293 291 289 287 285 
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The Chinese Community 
The Chinese originally came to Canada as cheap 
labour; by 1881 there were 50,000, the majority 
working on the railroad for one dollar a day. 
After the railway was completed in the late 
1880's, the Canadian government, prodded by 
B.C. anti-Chinese sentiment and trade union lob-
bies, restricted further immigration by imposing 
a head tax. 
The early Chinese community was centred in 
Vancouver and Victoria, where anti-Oriental 
racism was common. After 1907, when Van-
couver's Chinatown was ransacked by rioters, 
the Chinese started to move east. 
By 1910 there were over 1,000 Chinese living 
in Turonto around Queen and King streets. The 
small Chinatown was constantly harassed and 
restricted because of Anglo-Canadian beliefs 
that all Chinese were opium dealers, gamblers 
and white-slavers; in reality, many of the Chi-
nese operated small, family-run hand laundries, 
open seven days a week from 6 a .m. to 9 p.m. 
In 1923 the Chinese Immigration Act virtually 
terminated Chinese immigration for twenty-four 
years. After the econd World War, when China 
was a Canadian ally and Chine e-Canadians 
were con cripted into the army, the Chinese Im-
migration Act was repealed. 
294 
The Turonto Chinese community increased 
slowly in the 1950's and 60's. Demolition of the 
Queen Street West area for the new City Hall 
and Sheraton Centre pushed the community 
north onto Dundas and then west. The residen-
tial Chinese community joined the fight to stop 
the Spadina Expressway. In the 1970's a Save 
Chinatown committee was formed in the Dun-
das/Elizabeth area to oppose high-rise develop-
ment and plans to widen Dundas. 
The changes in the Immigration Act in the 
1970's brought new Asian immigrants to Turon-
to, many from Hong Kong. Later the Vietnamese 
boat people, many of whom were of Chinese 
origin, arrived. With the recent tightening of 
family immigration policy and a new stress on 
entrepreneurial skills and investment capital, 
there has been an influx of Hong Kong-based 
investment ($2.5 billion between 1980 and 1983) 
centring in real estate. Recent Chinese im-
migrants are rebuilding moribund shop , restau-
rants and theatres and revitalizing social and 
economic patterns. The public street life has 
changed dramatically; shopping and eating out 
are important elements in the social life of the 
community. The new Chinatown has become 
one of the most active street scenes in Turonto. 
298 29 a 300 300a 
Mrs. Woo, Happy Meat 
Market, 352 Spadina, 1985 
Pamela Gawn 
302 
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Adoration of the Prince, 
287-289 Spadina, April, 
1985 
The former underground 
dance club and disco in the 
basement of the Golden 
Harvest Theatre, now the 
Van Canh Restaurant. 
Pamela Gawn 
Unloading Product for Tai 
Ping Mart, Spadina and 
Dundas, April, 1985 
From the left: Kem Seek 
Hoi , Chow and Tung Chhoa, 
store clerks. 
Pamela Gawn 
Pre s Room, "Sing Tho" 
Newspaper, 357 Spadina, 
June, 1984 
"Sing Tho" i the major 
Chinese-language news-
paper in Turonto. 
Peter MacCallum 
116 
Sammy Tuft, 1981 
ammy Tuft originally 
opened at 340 Spadina. He 
retired in 1985, and the 
store has ince been sold . 
June lark Greenberg 
Sammy Tuft, the World Famous Hatter 
303 Spadina 
"If I'm famous it's because I've been here so 
long, and I talk to people. I sit outside and I say 
hello to everyone. If someone walks by I 
acknowledge them. I built my business mouth-
to-mouth - one person tells the other. I don't 
have to advertise, I don't need advertising. I get 
more out of advertising my way, than people 
spending money for ads. 
Sure it' been a nice thrill for me to bring the 
whole world to padina Avenue, the names that 
come out of their way, just to come and say 
hello, to end their regards. I've been on CBC so 
many time . I'm on television, radio programs. 
It's just routine. Doe n 't faze me one way or the 
other ... I just do what I'm supposed to do." 
Interview with ammy Taft, May 23, 1984 
321 
Cooper smith 's Variety 
Store, 339 Spadina, 1961 
Mr. oopersmith sitting out-
side the tore run by him 
and his wife. 
Toronto Jewish Congress 
Archives (435) 
Ben Barshtz and his Chil-
dren, Fay, Sam and Joe, 
Standard Barber Shop, 
305 Spadina, c. 1920 
The Barshtz family orches-
tra played at local weddings 
and bar mitzvah and were 
known for their Klezmer 
music (traditional ea tern 
European Jewish folk 
mu ic). 
tella Rudolph (ne Barsh) 
Slacks Wholesale Dry 
Goods, 323 Spadina, 
August, 1981 
From the left: Marty, 
Bertha and Isaac Slack. 
June lark Greenberg 
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Canadian Winter, 1960-61 
Up Spadina, feet like the slow end 
of a mutt sniffing from trashcan to pole, 
(smutty, scruffy, sour-fat on a thin dole, 
pausing whole minutes to lick his behind) 
regularly - rain, tea-weak sun, or blinding 
snow-glutted poundage of a cold gale -
grey, jawdroopy with ragged lips, the pale 
men past forty peg to the breadline. 
They've washed in the dirty water of boredom 
and in thinly conscious ways are still here; 
but predictable in fluctuation 
as spasms of malarial fever 
or winged ant exodi. My bizarre sir 
stop a minute! think of the word "human." 
I've Tusted My Blood, Poems 1956-1968, Milton 
Acorn , Ryerson Press, Toronto, 1969. 
Waiting, 294 Spadina, 
1975 
Raphael Bendahan 
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Pedestrian, 494A Dundas, 
April, 1985 
The entrance to the Wai 
Wai Trading Co., Dunda 
and Spadina. 
Pamela Gawn 
Pedestrian Outside Liquor 





J ewi h National Workers 
Alliance Convention, 1921 
A 1roup panorama o f the 
·ccu lar Zionist organiza tion, 
the Farband . 
Toronto Jewish ongrcss 
Archives (5 J:J) 
The Toronto Jewish Folk Choir 
In 1925 a group of Jewish factory worker 
founded the Freiheit Gezang Farein (Fr dom 
Choral ociety), under the leader hip of Hyman 
Riegelhaupt. Their fir t annual concert was held 
in 1926 at the Alhambra Hall on padina. Re-
named the Toronto Jewish Folk hoir in 1934, 
the group ha maintained it pring cone rt 
tradition . 
The Jewi h-American compo er J acob chaef-
fer came to condu t the group in 1928 and led 
the choir in Massey Hall in 1935 and again in 
1936 for the performanc of his Thvei Brider 
(Two Brothers) et to LL. Peretz' poem. It i 
said that when chaeffer rehear d thi work 
with the choir on unday morning at th Labor 
League, peopl lin d up outside to 1i ten . 
In 1939 th Vienna-born musi ian Emil Gart-
ner took over 1 ad r hip of the choir. nder 
Gartner the choir grew to well over one hun-
dred member . He dire ted work by Handel , 
120 , 
M ndelssohn, Dvorak , Prokofiev and ho tako-
vitch among oth r and invited u h ing r as 
Igor Gorin, Regina Re nick Paul Robe on , Jan 
Pe rce and Jenny Tuurel to appear a gue t 
oloi ts. John W inzweig, Loui Appl baum and 
oth r Canadian composer wer ommi si ned to 
write work for the choir, and out tanding 
arti t like Lois Mar hall p rform d with it. 
Throughout the years, Fagel Gartn r was the 
accompanist. 
After Emil Gartner' d ath , the choir Liv d 
through diffi ult year but has maintain ed its 
efforts to bring progre sive Jewi h and general 
cultu re to it audience . 
298a 300 300a 302 
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Phil Ladovsky 
Apartment, 340 Spadina , 
1983. 
Lome Fromer 
United Bakers, 338 Spadina 
As early as the 1830's, the site north of Glen 
Baillie Place was occupied by private homes, 
such as that of Sir Francis Hincks, the railroad 
entrepreneur and reformer. The present three-
storey building was erected in the late 1880's. 
In 1920 Aaron and Sarah Ludovsky bought 
the store and apartment and opened the United 
Bakeries Restaurant, which had been located on 
Terauley (Bay Street) since 1912. The name 
United Bakers Dairy was drawn from an early 
attempt by Ludovsky and others to organize 
bakery workers in Turonto. In the 1940's their 
son, Herman Ludovsky, took over management 
of the restaurant, which he continues to run 
with his son Philip and his daughter Ruth . 
Ron Switzer, Scriptwriter 
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Walerstein's Ice Cream 
Parlor, 332 Spadina, 
c. 1921 
E ther Walerstein standing 
outside her father's shop. 
The entrance to Glen Baillie 
Place is on the left. The 
store i now occupied by 
United ational Hardware . 
Toronto Jewi h Congre 
Archives (2533) 




Em ma Goldman in Her 
St•udy, 1930's 
S. F lechine, Paris 
(ph tographer), family memento 
of w.terle Langbord Levin 
Em ma Goldman 
Emma Goldman (1869-1940), the well-known 
feminist, anarchist and critic, lived in Turonto 
for a number of years in the 1920's and 30's. 
Goldman had lost her U.S. citizenship, and Tur-
onto was close to her family in upper New York 
sta e. She had many friends and supporters in 
the anarchist branch of the Workmen's Circle 
ancl in the local Italian anarchist community. 
S:he lived for a time in a semi-detached house 
on 5 padina south of Harbord, and later at 665-
6691 Spadina, now the Wing On Funeral Home. 
Iler lectures at the Hygeia Hall on Elm Street 
prolJ.Tloted planned parenthood and legalization 
of birth control. The local medical health officer 
commented favourably. The press covered her 
lect ures, revelling in her attacks on Stalin and 
the Soviet Union. She lectured at the Standard 
and the Labor Lyceum on drama, anarchism and 
youth: 
Irt all the sciences today, in art, literature and 
music you find the same desire to get away 
fr om the bonds of academic and confining for-
rrn ulas. The futurists , the cubists, what have 
they been but anarchists, rebels against the 
coercion of burdening tradition? In music -
w hy music is filled with ultra-revolutionary 
m ovements. Jazz? Yes, jazz is anarchistic, the 
ｶ ｾ ｲｹ＠ spirit of youth, essentially a revolt 
against outworn traditions and restrictions. 
(1bronto Star, April 28, 1927) 




on the theme 
"THE YOUTH IN REVOLT"" 
will take place 
unday, 4th of April (1937) 
8:30 p.m. 
Labor Lyceum 
346 padina Ave. 
Don't lose the opportunity to hear Emma Goldman 
on this theme before her departure from Canada 
Arranged by Branch 339, Arbeiter Ring (Workmen's Circle). 
Toronto Jewish Congre Archives (76-1211) 
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" THE YOUTH IN REVOLT" 
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Goldman died of a paralytic stroke at the 
home of friends at 295 Vaughan Road on May 
14, 1940. On May 15, her body was taken to the 
Labor Lyceum. The three-hour memorial cere-
mony overflowed onto Spadina. Her body was 
shipped to Chicago, where she was buried with 
the Haymarket Martyrs of 1887. 
299 293 
Streetcar Stop, Nassau 
and Spadina, 1920's 
Toronto Tl"ansit Commission 
(3523) 
291 289 287 285 
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320-328 Spadina 
Situated at Glen Baillie Place and Spadina, the 
three-storey building with an unusual balcony 
over the centre doorway was erected irl the 
1890's. The building is known locally as the 
building in which Emma Goldman died, though 
she actually died on Vaughan Road. 
In the 1930's and 40's the building was called 
the Hertel Building. The second and third floors 
were offices and private social clubs such as the 
'llibel, the Aster, Club Rex and the Independent 
Mutual Benefit Society. Semi-professional . 
Glen Baillie Place, July, 
1984 
Located between Dundas 
and St. Andrew's, Glen 
Baillie Place is a small alley 
and inner court surrounded 
by small two-storey row 
houses. 
Peter MacCallum 
Residence of Sir Francis 
Hincks, approximately 
332 Spadlna at Glen 
Baillie, c. 1885 
Sir Francis Hincks, railway 
entrepreneur and later min-
ister of finance , lived here 
in the l830's. The unusual 
Regency- tyle house was 
demoli hed in the 1880's 
and replaced by the present 
3-storey storefronts. 
Baldwin Room , Metro Reference 
Library (T 113IO) 
theatres, the Belmont Theatre and the Plaquests 
Group had rehearsal space and held perfor-
mances here. In the 1960's and 70's, artists and 
photographers had studios in the building. The 
main floor stores have housed a succession of 
delicate ens since the 1930's: the Welcome 




Delivering Pigs, Glen 







Incorporated in 1913 as a non-profit corporation, 
the Labor Lyceum ought to promote trade 
unioni m and raise money for a trade union cen-
tre. With the assistance of Henry Dworkin, a 
local travel agent, the Lyceum sold five-dollar 
shares to trade unions and individuals to enable 
the group to purchase two hou es on the south-
west corner of Spadina and St. Andrew's. In 
1929 a new front and meeting rooms were 
added. The Lyceum was the headquarters for 
the international needle trades unions (i.e. those 
not affiliated with the Communist Party) : Inter-
national Ladies Garment Workers (ILGWU), 
Cloakmakers and Dressmakers, Amalgamated 
Clothing Workers, Fur Worker , Hat, Cap and 
Millinery Workers Union and fraternal organiza-
tion uch as the Workmen's Circle and the 
Sociali t Farband, who used the facility for con-
certs, lectures, dance and performances. 
As the major centre of trade union and cul-
tural activities, the Labor Lyceum was an 
important gathering point. Emma Goldman 
spoke there in the 1930's. During the econd 
World War the United Labor Brass Band and the 
Finnish orchestra of Gunnar Gustafson would 
play for dances. In the late 1940's the Lyceum 
acquired a licence to serve beer. 
In the early 1950's the exterior was refinished 
and a second-floor hall added. By 1972 the trade 
unions had moved to 23-25 Cecil Street, the site 
International Fur Workers 
Union, Locals 4C and 100, 
1934 
Max Federman (seated 
fourth from left) continue 
as the manager of Locals 58 
and 82 of the Fur Worker . 
The unu ual facial appear-
ance of the group i prob-
ably due to the overly 
trong tudio lighting. 
Famous Studio, Fur, Leather, 
hoe & Allied Workers nion 
Union Contract Signing 
Cerelllony, c. 1940 
Seated from the left: Max 
Charney, athan Cohen, 
Abe Kirzner, ?, Nat Laurie, 
President of Manufacturer's 
Association, J .L. Cohen, Ab 
Mag rman, ?, ?. Rear: ?, ?, 
Jack Spivak , ?, ?. 
International Ladies Garment 
Workers Union 
of the original Jewish Old Folk Home, and sold 
the building. 
After major renovation in an Oriental theme, 
the building was re-opened as a restaurant. In 
the past few years the building has been occu-
pied by the Yen Pin, the Gengi Khan Mongolian 
Barbeque, Paul's Deep ea zechuan Palace and, 
most recently, the President. The building is 
again under renovation and will re-open as part 
of an international chain of Chinese restaurants. 
Labour Day Banquet, 
ILGWU, Labor Lyceum, 
1940 
Ab Magerman at the 
microphone . 
International Ladies Garment 
Workers Union 
322 324 326 328 332 334 336 338 340 346 
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TORONTO LABOR " 
LYCEUM ASS. LTD. 
on Friday Eve., 
January 2•!.!, 
1 9 2 7 
- AT -
-346 Spadina Avenue 
UNION ORCHESTRA 
SINGLE TICKET 50c DOUBLE 75c 




1 9 2 7 
"nnual Fruit Ball, 
r1rst 
1927 udolph (nee Barsh) 
•tella R 
Gustafson's Dance fll'lar GO stra c. 1930 
cite ' f M or d from the le t : ax 
.;eate ki 1.,empi Halonen, 
Ｑｾ Ｑ ＡＱＱ Ｓ＠
3
,' Gu tafson, Suo- . 
c.unn Rear: Sigurd Ilomaki , 
.. els . A · K' 
'" Kingetin, rv1 mg-ｅｬＡｬｬ･ ｾｮ ｮｮｵｬ｡ Ｌ＠ August Blom . 
th0 • ural History Society, ＱＱｵｴｵｾｵｬｾ ｲ｣ｨｩｶ･ｳ＠ (MSR 7382 #1) 
•)f1taf10 
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Furriers' Float, Labour 
Day Parade, 1957 
Fur, Leather, hoe & Allied 
Workers Union 




St. Andrew's and Spadina 
The three-storey building at the northeast corner 
of St. Andrew's and Spadina was erected for 
W.E. Dunn in 1890. It was de igned by William 
G. Storm, one of the major romance revival 
architects of the period who also designed Uni-
versity College and St. Andrew' Church at King 
and Simcoe. 
The five stores which form the complex were 
elaborately detailed in their brickwork and 
wrought-iron cornice . The focus of the building 
is the south corner, which extends onto St. An-
drew's and is defined by a roof-line corner pin-
nacle inscribed "ERECTED 1890." 
The three storefronts were known for over 
thirty years as Stitsky's Imports. A painted sign 
on the north end of the building remains. Rot-
man 's has been located on the outheast corner 
since the 1930's and is one of the oldest perma-
nent establishments on padina. 
Labour Day Parade, 1957 
Looking to t . Andr w' 
and padina. 
Fur, Leather, Shoe & Allied 
Workers nion 
tTOREI -WEST 510£ OF SP. DINA Av&.-
W. £. Du11N Esq!!.! 
352 354 356 360 
Five Storefronts, 350-358 
Spadina, 1890 
The stor s were designed 
by W.G. torm, architect for 
W.E. Dunn. 
Architectural drawing, Horwood 
Collection , Ontario Archives 
( torm 733) 
376 378 380 382 384 386 388 390 
Mr. Rotman, Rotman's 
Men's Wear, 350 Spadina, 
July, 1984 
The Rotman family has had 
busine es on Spadina since 
the 1920's. 
Peter Ma allum 
392 394 396 398 
133 
134 . 
377 375 373 371 369 367 365 
News Kiosk, September, 
1938 
Looking east to the Hebrew 
Men of England Synagogue, 
from St. Andrew 's. 
Public works photograph, City 
of Toronto Archives (ROY 1500) 
No Karate, 339 Spadina, 
1980 
David Levine 
363 361 359 357 355 355a 353 
Opening of the Hebrew 
Men of England 
Synagogue, 1921 
From the left : Jacob Gor-
don , ?, Cantor Bernard 
Wladowsky. 
Ottawa Jewish Historical 





In 1875 the mall padina Avenue Congrega-
tional Church was erected on this site. This 
original church was added onto the back of the 
new building begun in 1888. The new church, 
built of white brick, seated 775 and included a 
gallery on three sides and a choir platform. The 
ceiling, 37 feet in height, was constructed with 
a single span and triple-barred arches and div-
ided by plaster ribs and purlins. In 1921, because 
of declining numbers, the congregation passed a 
resolution to unite with the Dale Presbyterian 
Chur h of Queen Street, and the church was 
Women Weeping at the 
Site of the Fire, Hebrew 
Men of England 
Synagogue, July, 1960 
Toronto Telegram, Canada Wide 
Western Congregational 
Church, 1890's 
Baldwin Room, MeLro Reference 
Library ( T 10840) 
sold for $70,000. The congregation split over the 
merger, and a rump church met for a brief time 
at the Chri tadelphian Church on Cecil Street. In 
1926 they rented a church at College and Lippin-
cott, with Salem Bland as minister. The congre-
gation dissolved in the early 1930's. 
The church building was purchased by the 
Beis Harness An hei England, who were ortho-
dox East European Jew , known in Engli has 
the Hebrew Men of England. The building was 
renovated by architect B. Swartz and adapted to 
a more Eastern European architectural style. 
The "Londoner Schul," as it was known locally, 
was inaugurated in August, 1922, with a seat 
sale to its members. 
In July, 1960, a fire destroyed the building 
and all its records. The property was sold and 
the congregation re-e tabli hed briefly in north 
Turonto. The site was redeveloped in 1963 as the 
New Paramount Hotel , with a two-storey, 
international-style building of four storefronts to 
the south. 
Hebrew Men of England 
Synagogue,c. 1947 
D.M. Derry, Baldwin Room , 
Metro Reference Library 
(T 10841) 
Four Storefronts, 327-329 
Spadina,June, 1984 
Previously the site of the 
Hebrew Men of England 
ynagogue; now Silverstein 




Hyman's Book and Art Shop 371 Spadina 
Ben Zion Hyman (1914-1985), with his wife Fan-
ny, operated Hyman's Book and Arl Shop from 
1925 until 1973. 
The shop was open from 8:30 a.m. to 1:00 
a.m. every day except Saturday and had a 
mimeograph machine, pop cooler, newspapers 
and a bar mitzvah registry. It sold Yiddish and 
Hebrew books, Judaica, tickets for the Standard 
Theatre, stationery and school supplies. 
Mr. Hyman had been trained as an engineer in 
Russia and at the University of Turonto, but had 
never found work as an engineer. 
Hyman's Book and Art 
Shop, 1925 
Ben Zion Hyman outside his 
shop, which later moved to 
412 Spadina. 
Toronto Jewi h Congress 
Archives (1171) 
376 378 380 382 384 386 388 390 392 394 396 398 
Morning, 388 Spadina, 
1985 
Looking south from Fortune 
Housewares, with Mr. Paul 
Menceles, the owner, on the 
right. 
Elizabeth Feryn 
Rutherford's Cut Rate 
Drug Store, 400 Spadina, 
c. 1917 
Wilson & Larkin , Baldwin 




376 378 380 382 384 386 
Lowe's Wine and Liquors, 
376 Spadina, 1890's 
From the left: Mr. McBride , 
Charles Low, Maria Jane 
Low. Local, privately owned 
liquor stores were common 
in Turonto before the 1916 
Prohibition Act. 
George Low 
388 390 392 394 396 398 
SPADl NA Av c u [_ . 
J3etween I J . d ｾｴ｟＠ .. J3 c). '" 1 n L\ 11 No.·'> ., \. ll v .. 
Spadina, Baldwin and 
Nassau, 1864 
Illustration by W.J . 
Thom on for Robertson's 
Landmarks of 1bronto, 
Volume 3, 1896. 
Baldwin Room, Metro Reference 
Library 
Lowe's Wine and Liquors, 
378 Spadina, 1880's 
The building still exi ts, 
although the semi-detached 
houses on the north side 
were later moved to Bald-
win Street. The ga lamp 
:i; I ｾ＠ 6 4 ·:t-
-=--
tand on the corner was 
one of the last of its kind in 
Turon to . 
George Low 
Star Cleaners, 
378 Spadina, May, 1954 
The basic building has re-
mained untouched since the 
1880's, except for minor 
alteration in the street-
front windows. 
J .V. allnon, Baldwin Room, 
Metro Reference Library 
(SJ -397) 
402 404 406 408 410 412 414 416 418 420 422 424 426 428 430 
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Branch 6, Labor League, 
c. 1930 
There were four women 's 
branches of the Labor 
League, numbers 6, 14 , 23 
and 8. Front row from the 
left: Ro e Cohen , H. Cohen, 
Goldie Hoffman , Katie 
Horovitz, Manny Ro e, Rae 
Watson . Second row: ?, Mrs. 
Goldberg, Mrs. Kavater, 
Mrs. Zalinsky, Fanny 
Horovitch , ? , Mrs. Neiman. 
Third row: Rosie Bain , Mrs . 
Coopersmith , Mrs. Loft, 
Mrs. Volkofski, ?, Mrs. Mil-
ton , Bella Marcuse , Mrs. 
Fine, Minnie Vinig, Sara 
Schwartz. Fourth row: ? , ? , 
Lilly Starkman,?,?,?,?. 
Fifth row: Mrs. Zabner, ? , 
Mrs. Benstock , Lily Gersho-
vitz, Mrs. Ladofsky, ? , Mrs. 
Dachkofsky, Mrs. Shilman, 
Rose Gluck , Esther Bitell . 
Turonto Jewish Congress 
Archives (261) 
Women Activists 
"Women were really active in the area. I 
remember Fanny, an early organizer for the 
ILG WU - 'the Union. ' She was a finisher. She 
was single, her whole life just seemed to be 
organizing. Pearl Wedro, she came from Winni-
peg to Thronto in about 1926-27. She was a fur-
rier. Pearl was a socialist and executive member 
of the Fur Workers. 
Then there was Mrs. Coopersmith , a charac-
ter - a mother, a grandmother - she started 
organizing the Mother's Day celebrations in the 
Labor League . She was all bent over, she had 
something wrong with her spine, but as long as I 
knew her she was involved in everything, plus 
she looked after the tore on Spadina and her 
family. 
There was al o a Housewives Movement in 
'32-34 - they organized around the Jewish 
meat stores in Kensington . Inflation was awful. 
Prices went up two or three cents on a quart of 
milk , while salarie were dropping. Before the 
war thing were pretty grim ." 
Interview with Lily llomaki , April , 1985 
142 I 
May Day, 1954 
Looking we t to College and 
Spadina. May Day parades 
and events had been an 
important part of local life 
429 425 421 419 417 415 413 411 409 407 405 
since the 1910' , although 
they were banned in the 
early 1930's. 
Turonto Telegram , York Univer· 
sity Archives 
403 401 399 397 
389-91 
Union Representatives, 
May Day Parade, 1936 
The 1936 May Day demon-
stration drew an estimated 
40,000 people and included 
bands, trade unions, politi-
cal groups, choirs and 
sports associations. Max 
Dolgoy is in the centre with 
Sam Rottenberg on the 
right. 
Multicultural History Society, 
Ont.aria Archives (MRS 8418 
# 13) 
Founders and Directors of 
the Workmen's Circle, 
1943 
Toronto Jewish Congress 
Archives (3054) 
387 385 383 381 
The Work.men's Circle 
"The Workmen's Circle is the largest Yiddish 
fraternal organization in the world . It was com-
prised of various political factions until the con-
vention of 1922 here in Turonto at the King 
Edward Hotel. We expelled the Communist Par-
ty becau e they tried to take over. In Turonto 
we lost 1,000 members. They weren't called the 
Communist Party then; they were called Marx-
ists and 'frotskyites. After we threw them out 
they called their new fraternal association the 
'Orden,' the Yiddish word for league. Later it 
became the United Jewish People's Order 
(UJPO). 
The Workmen's Circle is non-political, but it is 
pro-labour. The branches are the Bund, the 
socialist party, the anarchist movement. There's 
a non-political English-speaking group; there are 
liberals and conservatives. It started in 1900 in 
New York , then here in Turonto in 1907. 
The anarchist movement in Turonto was 
active . They were only about thirty members -
men like Simkin, Joe Desser, Shef. They weren't 
bomb throwers, and they were active in the 
Jewish community. All good lecturer - Rudolf 
Rocker, Emma Goldman , Alexander Berkman. 
They were brought here by the anarchist 
movement." 
Interview with Karl Langbord, May 24, 1984 
377 375 373 371 369 367 
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John Garde & Co. 389-391 padi na 
John Garde & Co. Ltd . was e tabli hed in 1905 
by John Garde (1861-1938), J .M. tatten and 
R.B. Mowry, sewing machine adju ters-mech-
anics on Queen treet East. 
In 1921 they moved to 395 Spadina to serve 
the growing garment industry of the district. In 
the mid-30 ' they moved up the treet, renovat-
ing the exterior of the shops. The company i 
pre ently operated by John Garde, grand on of 
the original owner. The company continues to 
ell and ervice indu trial sewing machines. 
Hoffman's Fruit and 
Vegetable, 339 Spadina, 
c. 1917 
Interior of tore with Rivka 
and athan Hoffman . 
Toronto J ewish ongress 
Archives (1556) 
Nusso Textiles, Wholesale 
Only, 425 Spadina, July, 
1984 
Peter MacCallum 
429 425 421 419 417 413 411 409 407 399 
I 
389-91 387 385 383 381 
Machine Shop, Second 
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Lily Ilornaki 
"We moved to the Spadina area when I was two 
or three and from then on we lived in seventeen 
different houses between College and Queen, on 
practically every street. We lived so close to 
padina becau e my father was an under-presser 
- a cloakmaker - and he used to walk to work 
and come home for lunch. 
We started off with two or three rooms for 
my mother and father, my brother and myself. 
They were rented rooms, but we had our own 
furniture . We moved because we found cheaper 
quarters, or the place was too cold or the people 
needed the flat . We did live in one house on 
Baldwin Street for seven years, and we lived in 
another house twice. My mother always worked . 
As a matter of fact, I think I was one of the first 
kids to attend the daycare-nursery school at St. 
Christopher's houses during the First World War 
when they were set up. 
I started working in a hosiery repair in 1929 
when I was sixteen, after three years of high 
school. I worked there for a year and a half. We 
repaired silk hosiery with runs and invisible 
Delegates to the 1929 
Young Communist League 
Convention, Mr. Mutt 
Billiard Parlour, 381 
Spadina, 1929 
Front row, second from the 
376 378 
left: Fred Rose , J ennie 
Freed , Dora Leibovitch , 
Bertha Guberman, Emil 
MiUer, William Kashton, 
Max Kelly. econd row third 
from the left : George 
380 382 384 386 
mending. We got a lot of our work from Simp-
son's - people would bring their hosiery to 
them for repair and they'd ship it off to us. 
About eight people worked there. We got the 
minimum wage or twelve dollars a week, which 
was considered pretty good . 
I became a field organizer for the YCL (Young 
Communi t League) in 1931. I was organizing 
through southwe t Ontario - the automobile 
workers. Then I was down in the Peninsula, 
organizing either through the Workers Unity 
League or for the CIO, the industrial unions. The 
main object was to get the workers into indus-
trial unions rather than the old craft unions. I 
was involved in picket lines and organizing the 
unemployed. You stayed in people's homes and 
got your food , but you didn't get paid. I saw my 
life's work then as a profe ional revolutionary 
- for three or four years I was an agitator. I 
spoke on street comers, at public meetings. I 
went on the great Ottawa 'Jrek in 1935. 
I was first arrested when I was fifteen on Bay 
Street at the American Consulate a few days 
Cotter, Carl Steinberg, Paul 
Phillip , John Williamson , 
Joe L. Farby, 0 car Ryan , 
orman Freed , Tum 
Chopowick, Frank (Whitey) 
Bre lov, Jack Eisen , Mike 
388 390 392 
Golin ky. Third row middle: 
Martin Parker, Mi ha Korol , 
Minnie Blackburn , Charles 
A. Marriot. 
ommunist Party, Public 
Archives Canada (PA 124357) 
394 396 398 
before Sacco and Vanzetti were killed . I was 
charged with obstruction. We were told to stop 
picketing and then they arrested us. I must have 
been arrested ten times between 1928 and 1934 
- for street meetings, picket lines and demon-
strations in the Free Speech campaign. 
I'll never forget the names of the Red Squad 
- Mann, Simpson, Mulholland, and Nursey the 
chief. I had them behind my heels many times; 
they knew us personally. Once we were arrested 
for sedition, for leafletting in front of a factory. 
But Judge Denton dismissed the case. When you 
were arrested, you were rarely charged. They 
just wanted to intimidate you and take you into 
the police station. 
After 1934 I was back in Turonto, learning a 
trade as a machine operator on skirts. I realized 
I had to learn a trade to earn a living. Then 
when the war came I went to work on men's 
uniforms, about 1939-40." 
Interview with Lily Ilomaki , April , 1985 
May Day Parade, c. 1951 
Looking southwest to 
assau Street. Joe Salsberg, 
the MPP for St. Andrew 's , 
is on the far right . 
Kenny Collection, Fisher Rare 
Book Room , University of 
Toronto 
-- .._... --- ＭＭｾｾｾ＠





The original two houses are 
visible on the econd and 
third floors . 
Liquor licence application 
photograph , LCBO Collection, 
Ontario Archives 
Grossman's 377-379 Spadina 
The southeast corner of Cecil and Spadina was 
originally developed in the late 1880's as two 
large houses. In the early 1950's these houses 
were converted into a restaurant and a new 
front was added. Gros man's Cafeteria was a 
kosher-style restaurant that seated two hundred 
and was run by the Grossman family with Al 
Grossman as manager. 
Grossman's was one of the first taverns in 
Turonto to obtain a liquor licence - not a simple 
procedure in the 1950's. An application was first 
made in 1953 for a dining licence. This was 
denied because of objections by the United 
Church's board of evangelism and social service 
and the minister of the Church of All Nations 
(United) on Queen Street. After applying again 
in 1954 and 1955, Gro sman's finally received a 
liquor licence in 1957. 
"We took the two big hou es and converted 
them into a tavern. You couldn't build at that 
time - there was a restriction on buildings 
during the war - so all we could do was tear 
out the inside and leave the main structure. 
When we opened there was quite a large Jew-
ish community and they started moving away. 
Then we had the Hungarians come through. 
They were the so-called Freedom Fighters. 
They created a whole new culture around 
padina Avenue. Now we started off with the 
music. We had gypsy fiddlers and singers and 
our clientele, I would say, was mostly Hun-
garian. Then the 'hippie movement' started to 
come in to the area becau e of the large 
homes on Cecil treet, Beverley Street and 
Baldwin. And they tarted a complete new 
culture! And that's when we started going in 
for rock 'n roll and blue . We started off with 
a group called the Downchild Blues Band and 
he 's still around, Donny Walsh. They were our 
hou e band. Then we had our so-called draft-
dodgers - I used to say 'political exiles' -
it was a tremendous brain-drain when they 
came up here from the States . You had your 
professors, teachers, artists and musician . 
Local arti ts like G. Raynor, Bob Markle, John 
McGregor and Gershon Iskowitz started corn-
ing in also. We were one of the first to employ 
a black bar man. Unfortunately at the time 
we were chastised by the liquor board inspec-
tor. He came in and said, 'I see you have some 
black people working for you .' I said, 'I don't 
see they're black, I can't tell their colour' 
because as far as I was concerned there were 
no problem . " (Al Gro man , April 30, 1984) 
The Grossman family sold the bar in 1975. It 
continues to operate under the original name. 
F 
389-91 387 385 383 381 377 375 
Hanging Out at 
Grossman's, c. 1968 
Clockwise: Al Grossman , 
wearing the famous Gross-
man's peace symbol logo 
designed by Gary LeDrew, 
Gershon Iskowitz, John 
McGregor and unidentified 
woman. 
Al Grossman 
Draft Beer on Tap, 
Grossman's Tavern, 1971 
From the left: Al Grossman, 
andy MaUinsky and Harold 
King, waiter. Grossman's 
was the first bar in Turonto 
to erve draft beer in jugs. 
Al Gros man 
373 371 369 367 
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The Only Way to Live 
"European workers who settled in this country 
tried to earn a living and create a new home-
land. The majority of the Jewish workers who 
came to Canada started to work in shops. They 
immediately recognized that to earn a real liv-
ing, one had to fight for better working condi-
tions, for conditions were very bad! But there 
were political differences, particularly between 
the left and the right. 
All these activities that started for a better 
living, went hand-in-hand with improving the 
education and intellectual life of the new-
comers. This helped to develop a new and active 
labour movement that could not have taken 
place without these features. 
Industrial Union of Needle 
Trade Workers, Second 
Convention, May, 1931 
Seated from the left: ?, 
Norman Cowan (Koza), ?, 
Max Schur, ?, Annie Buller, 
Tum McEwan, ?, Max 
Dolgoy, Myer Kleig, Pearl 
Wedro, Joshua Gershman, 
Jim Blugerman , Louis 
Goodis. econd row: Kieva 
Goldman (Montreal), ?, ?, 
Becky Luft , ? , ? , Snider, ? , 
?, Switzer, ?, Oscar Ryan, 
Bill idney Levitt, Jack 
Berenstein (Montreal), 
The style of life of those years was different. 
Many people didn't even have their own homes. 
Some couldn't even afford a flat; they used to 
live two or three in a room .... Therefore 
the movement, no matter which movement you 
belonged to - left or right - became a 
second home. 
A worker came back from work at 6 o'clock 
or 7 o'clock (in those days you used to work 
more than eight hours). After he washed and 
had supper and if his wife had a babysitter, then 
he would immediately go out. We had different 
kinds of places - D'Arcy Street and the Labor 
Lyceum, the Alhambra Hall at 450 Spadina. 
You had to get out. Because this was the only 
Jenney B. (?). Third row: ?, 
?, Sam Eisner, J .B. Sal berg, 
Dora Eckel, am Carr, 
Hannah Klinestein , Bessie 
Kleig, Price, Hilda Rei 
(Sheiff), Louie Guberman , 
lzzie Minster, Sam Kagan , 
Mini Erlich . Fourth row: ?, 
Philip Halpern , Celia 
Gershman , Bella lssen, ?, 
Mina Schur, Max Kilonofsky, 
Rae Wat on, Jimmy Meslin , 
Fanny Sukia. 
Trade union photogra ph, J oshua 
Gershman, Multicu ltu ral History 
ociety, Ontario Archives (218) 
way to live. So it created a new character, a 
new type, a new kind of conscientious worker 
that combined the desire to make a nice living 
and get married and have children and give 
them an education. 
Everything they were thinking led towards 
building a new life, bringing about a socialist 
system of society." 
Interview with Joshua Gershman, June 30, 1984 
400 402 404 406 408 410 412 414 416 
Activists in the Fur Work-
ers Union, Vacant Lot, 
Oxford and Spadina, 1926 
Kneeling on the left: Max 
Federman. tanding third 
from left: Joe Dordick . The 
unidentified man kneeling 
i holding a copy of Der 
Kampf, later the 
Wochenbl.att . 
Multicu ltural History Society, 
Ontario Archives (M R 9171 #15) 
Activists at the Second 
Convention of the 
Industrial Needle Trade 
Workers, c. 1930 
Left front: Bella I en, Bella 
Hersac, elia Gershman,? . 
Standing centr : Sophie 
Mandel (nee Kate ), arah 
ilver, ?. Rear:?,?,?, 
Guberman,?,? . 
Joshua Gershman , Multicultural 
History So iety, Ontario 
Archives (239) 
418 420 422 424 426 428 430 
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J. Grossman & Co., 402 
Spadina, April, 1955 
Toronto Telegram , Canada Wide 
Ontario Dry Goods & 
Dresses, 374 Spadina, 
c. 1920 
Morris Melamed, proprietor, 
with his two daughters. 
Baldwin Room , Metro Reference 
Library (964 -1) 
446 448 450 454 458 460 462 466 !1% 
Ornaments, June, 1984 
East side of Spadina, north 
of eci l. 
Peter MacCallum 
Victor Goodman, Victor 
Goodman Furs, 458 
Spadina, c . 1940 
Victor Goodman Furs has 
been on padina since the 
1920's . It is presently 




Paramount Hotel 337 Spadina 
The pre ent Paramount House Tavern at Bald-
win Street was built in the early 1960's. Orig-
inally it was located at D'Arcy Street, and was 
known as the Paramount Kosher Hotel. 
Like Gro sman's, one block north , the Para-
mount developed a local music scene and a vari-
ety of well-known regulars in the late 60's. It 
also became a favoured drinking spot for local 
and Maritime blacks. 
A notorious baseball game initiated at the 
Paramount took place in Ramsden Park in 1967. 
The game involved local bikers and the regulars 
and black waiters from both Grossman's and the 
Paramount. After fifteen inning , it was not 
entirely clear who had won the game, but the 
bikers declared victory. 
Paramount Hotel, June, 
1984 
Mural by Charles Fowler 
(1978). 
Peter MacCallum 





The Alhambra 450 Spadina 
The storefront and second-floor auditorium were 
built in the 1880's. Walker McBean and Co., 
Drygoods, a "quality retail outlet," occupied the 
store. In the Broadway Hall upstairs, groups 
such as the Church of Christ, the Women 's 
Christian Temperance Union and the Inter-
national Order of Oddfellows met. There were 
also a few residential tenants and a music 
teacher. 
As the area changed, the focus of activities 
shifted to the Jewish community. On May Day, 
1918, "Men and Women Who Work in the Fac-
tory, Mill or Workshop" were invited to celebra-
tions at the Broadway Hall , to "celebrate our 
Russian comrades' glorious victory in the over-
throw of the barbarous despotism of Russian 
Nobility .... With the international solidarity 
of labor established, then, and only then, will 
liberty triumph." 
In the 1920's, Jewish left-wing groups were 
the main tenants. The Labor League, organized 
in June , 1926, held branch meetings, lectures 
and socials. The Workers Sports Association also 
used the auditorium as a gymnasium. 
A "Free Speech Conference" was held at the 
hall in January, 1929. It was organized to protest 
the police edict that prohibited the use of any 
language other than English at public meetings. 
Representatives of fifty-five organizations at-
tended. The protest was endorsed by Rev. Salem 
Bland, J .S. Woodsworth, Stanley Knowles and 
Jimmie Simpson, the former mayor of Turonto. 
In the 1930's the name was changed to the 
Spadina Concert Hall; however, it was still 
known locally as the Alhambra. The main floor 
was sub-divided. Part was used as a shoe-shine 
shop; the second floor became a billiards parlour 
in the 1940's. The building is presently occupied 
by ABC-Cash & Carry, whole alers. 
Nodelman Sisters, Nodel-
man 's Lunch Room, 446 
Spadina, c. 1926 
The odelman Lunch Room 
was a popular spot fo r peo-
ple attending the Alhambra 
Hall next door. 
Marion Magnus.son (nee 
odelman) 
446 
The Labor League 
"I was active all my life in the union, the Labor 
League, the left-wing movement. The city com-
mittee of the Labor League would have rep-
resentatives from all the branches - some 
branche would be as big as 100, some 50 to 
60. You would join the Labor League where you 
had friends , so you would be in that branch 
together. 
It was a different relationship then. We all 
came from the old country, even the Ukrainians 
and the Poles. Each one had organizations to 
belong to, so when you belong to an organiza-
tion you become close like a family. 
Most people who worked in shops never 
wanted their children to work in the shops. You 
can 't find a Jewish cloakmaker now. They 
always hoped that their children should have an 
easier life than they did . They worked hard to 
let their children become professionals - doc-
tors, lawyers, teacher . Once they had an educa-
tion, they could have an easier life. There 
are very few Jewish workers on Spadina now. 
They 're mainly Polish, Italian, Chinese, 
Portuguese." 
Interview with Sophie Mandel, May 27, 1984 
City Committee, Labor 
League, 1935 
Repre entative from eight 
branches. eated from the 
le ft : Strausuner, Charles 
Starman, Ida Milton , am 
Lipschitz, Joe Klinestein , 
Harry Holtzman , Moishe 
tarkman . econd row: 
Moishe Zarin , Fishel Black, 
Rose Friedman, Sam Luft , 
Mary Harri , Charles Rosen, 
Sara Schwartz, Sam 
Ro enberg. Third row: Eva 
Lutsky (Zaglin), Harry 
Levine, Rose Boshover, 
MEN and WOMEN WHO WORK 
in the Factory Nill or W ork hop 
.... _. / '·. -:.. ... 
YOU ARE VITEO TO 
ATIE THE 
BROADWAY HALL 
450 SPAD A A VE 
MAY 1 t 1918 
AT 2 30 PM ind 7 JO PM 
I 
SEVERAL WELL KNOW PEAKERS 
WI LL ADDRESS Tll l.::SE CO FERE CF.S 
Abbie Cohen Luft , Mrs. 
Levine , Jack Weisbord . 
Fourth row: Max Grafstein, 
Moishe Gold tein , Abbie 
Gross, lzzie Grubie , A. 
Boren tein . 
Toronto Jewish Congress 
Ar hives (257) 
May Day Leaflet, 1918 
Kenny Collection , Fisher Rare 
Book Room , University of Tor-
onto (Box 11 , 179) 
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Roof Gardens, 1984 
Second- and third-floor 
apartments, east ide of 
Spadina outh of College . 
Peter MacCallum 
Presentation of Colours, 
Spadina Common, July 6, 
1863 
padina Common was on 
the east side south of Col-
lege. Presentation of the 
ladies of Turonto to the 10th 
Regiment, later the Royal 
Grenadiers. 
Engraving from Canadian 
IllWitrated News , July 25, 1863, 
Baldwin Room , Metro Reference 
Library ( T 13235) 
Spadina, c. 1954 
Looking northeast to 
College. 
J .V. Salmon, Baldwin Room , 





tion, Belvin Catering Hall, 
College Street, late 1930's 
A banquet in honour of Joe 
and Millie hanfield 's son. 
Toronto J ewish ongre 
Archives (2922) 
Gay Pride Festival, 58 
Cecil (now Cecil Street 
Community Centre), 
August, 1972 
The festival was organized 
by the Community Homo-
phile A sociat ion of Turonto 
(CHAT). 
Al Gros man 
441 439 437 435 433 431 429 
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Toronto Jewish Old Folks 
Home, 23-21> Cecil 
Demolished in the late 
1960's, the building was 
replaced by trade union 
offices. 
Toronlo Jewish Congress 
Archives (255) 
403 401 399 397 395 393 389-91 
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College and Spadina 
"How in the world I ever managed to grow up 
at College and Spadina, in that place in that 
time, I'll never know. 
I was, first of all, a very impressionable kid, 
and since I can't honestly say that school taught 
me a hell of a lot, what I learned I picked up by 
watching the grown-ups around me. And what a 
collection of adults for a kid like me to take his 
cues from, with my parents bootleggers, my 
aunt and my grandmother bootleggers, one of 
my uncles also outside the law as a professional 
gambler, a cousin having done time for what the 
law came within a whisker of calling murder, 
another in-law so mixed up with the criminal 
element (the Purple Gang, no less) that he spent 
a solid year in hiding, in fear of his life, and the 
Homestead Restaurant, 
College and Spadina, 
1950's 
Newspaper photograph for a 
crime story , Turont.o Telegram , 
Canada Wide 
street itself swarming with citizens of the most 
dubious legitimacy, each of them polishing up 
his own little comer of the action. 
It's funny how your memory plays tricks on 
you. When I sort out in my mind the denizens of 
The Corner from the days of my youth, all I can 
remember are the Rogue ' Gallery types. But I 
know perfectly well that not everybody was a 
candidate for the police blotter, there had to be 
some solid citizens in the crowd. My uncles Yan-
cha and Chaskel, for instance, spent their lives 
in solid respectability in the needle trade that 
was the lifeblood of lower Spadina Avenue . Lou 
Chesler, the multi-millionaire financier with 
interests all over the world, was a College and 
Spadina product. So was Thronto's first Jewish 
mayor, Nathan Phillips, for whom our City Hall 
square is named. So was Spike Tenney, tough as 
nails then, rich as Croesus now. Our present 
super-mayor, Metro Turonto Chairman Paul God-
frey, grew up in my old neighbourhood, as did 
Mel 'Bad Boy' Lastman, Mayor of North York. 
The ghetto itself was a great place for spawn-
ing nicknames, too. Max Applebaum was known 
as Maxie Apples, and Max Appleby as Maxie 
Chicago. The Brodkin brothers were always 
known as the Daddy Brothers, Big Daddy and 
Little Daddy. There was Gimpy the Athlete (who 
was not gimpy but a fine athlete); Pork Chops 
(who wasn't all there, but who was loved for 
what was there); Cocksy (who was all there); 
and Joe the Goof (who goofed about as often as 
a computer). 
446 448 450 454 458 460 
There was 'Little Itch ' Leiberman, who sold 
paper at Queen and Yonge for a hundred years. 
And there was Squarehead, who ran a slophouse 
called the Tu.xi Grill, which was a favorite pre-
war hangout of characters like Joe the Hobo and 
Danny the Indian. And what about Ya Pun-
chick? He lived his whole life by that name 
without anyone ever knowing how he got it, or 
what it meant." 
Call me Sammy, Sammy Luftspring with Brian Swar-
brick , Prentice-Hall , carborough, 1975. 
462 ＴＶＶ ｾ＠
Crest Grill, 484 Spadina, 
July, 1984 
Formerly the Crescent, the 





Stables, Baldwin and 
Spadina, July, 1984 
Peter MacCallum 
441 439 437 431 429 
City Dairy Stables, June, 
1984 
The stables, built in 1905, 
were located in the alley 
outhwest of College and 
padina close to the City 
Dairy on padina Crescent. 
They were built with a 
pecial e levator for the 
horses and also housed the 
milk delivery wagons. 
Peter MacCallum 
Re-laying Streetcar 
Tracks, M:ay, 1927 
Looking southwest from 
College and Spadina. 





"Elm Place now was spelled out on a white 
metal plate on a post, in black letters in English 
and in Chinese. I reflected that my husband 
would be no more enamored of the resplendent 
Lucky Dragon on the comer than he had been 
of the Workmen 's Labor League it replaced, the 
latter having been a pinochle-playing retreat for 
tired men whom Zbigniew accused of communist 
subversion, whereas I thought the only danger 
to society was in a slight redundancy in the 
name. Two blocks down , Elm Place crossed Ken-
sington Avenue where once, when I was nine, I 
searched for the statue of Peter Pan. The old 
narrow houses still stood, separated only by 
painted drainpipes, but what had been parlors, 
inviolate, smelling of camphor and wax, never 
used except for weddings and funerals - these 
had been broken into and converted into stores. 
The tiny lawns were gone, their space taken up 
with crates of fruit and vegetables and barrels 
of pickles and herring. Guardians in heavy 
sweaters and thick boots stood out on the side-
walks. I saw their bare hands were blue with 
cold as they put money in the left pocket and 
made change out of the right pocket. 
Number Forty was a bakery. Bread and rolls 
had been tossed onto an oilcloth-covered incline 
and had accumulated at the window's outer 
edges. As I opened the door, a bell was touched 
off: a superfluous summons: a woman was al-
ready waiting behind the counter. She was 
seated on a high stool, hunched over a news-
paper spread out on the glass counter. One hand 
hovered over a large brass cash register; her 
other hand held a comer of the newspaper, 
ready to tum the page. She was taking her time 
acknowledging my presence. Finally she raised 
her head, gave me a quick glance and said, 
You 're back, and continued reading. Perhaps she 
did know me, we were about the same age, al-
though her face was more lined than mine and 
her hands work-worn. We might even have gone 
to Ryerson Public School at the same time. 
A. Leopold Fruits & 
Vegetables, Kensington 
Market, 1955 
Michel Lambeth , Public 
Archives Canada 
Watermelons, Smelts and 
Milk Herring, Kensington 
Market, 1955 
Michel Lambeth, Public 
Archives Canada 
I circled the small store, pretending to be 
making up my mind .. .. Even though her eyes 
never left the newspaper, I sensed the woman 
was taking my measure. I wished I had on a 
printed rayon dress with a clean printed cotton 
apron over. it, as she was wearing. I regretted 
being dressed in my black dress, the tailored 
tweed coat, the pearls. If you have grown up in 
these streets it is the act of a traitor to return 
smelling of expensive perfume and sporting the 
costume of another class. It isn't going away 
that causes resentment: after all , out of sight, 
out of mind. But once out of sight, I should stay 
out of sight. It is an unwritten law. Not only can 
you not go home again, you must not come 
home again. I took my time, going from kaiser 
rolls to onion buns, picking them out of wire 
baskets, pinching them as is the custom, keeping 
some and discarding others. One by one she 
brushed aside my selection with her forearm. 
Without looking up she knew when I had fin-
ished. She stopped reading, took a paper bag 
from under the counter, threw in the rolls, all 
the while shaking her head in what seemed to 
be disapproval. At what I had chosen? Still not 
looking at me she asked, 
- What else? 
Behind her was a wall of shelves laden with 
breads. 
- What kind of bread have you got? 
- White, black, chalah, Russian black, rye, 
double rye, with seeds, without seeds, water 
bread. What do you want? 
- Give me a quarter of Russian black. 
Just as she turned to the shelf behind her, I 
detected a hint of triumph on her face. She had 
seen through me: I had tipped my hand: only 
those familiar with the enormous proportions of 
a Russian black bread know to ask for a seg-
ment. She cut through the thick crust, leaning 
heavily on the long knife . ... " 




Kensington Market, 1955 
Miche l Lambe th , Public 
Archives Canada 
Augusta Avenue, 
Kensington Market area, 
1955 
Michel Lambeth , Public 
Archives Canada 
The Communist Party 
"At that time the Communist Party was alive 
and well , and they would try and give out leaf-
lets and speak in the park and try to explain the 
issues. What it meant to people - solidarity and 
sticking together and things like that. 
There were blacks in the Communist Party. 
They were recruiting a lot among young people . 
We would go to dances and things like that. 
They had a place. Where you come down Belle-
vue, there's a park on the left hand side. Well, 
that big house, before you make the turn. We 
came from a dance at the Hall (United Negros 
Improvement Association on College), to where 
there were the Communist Party dances. Just a 
dance, and that was where they'd try to get you 
involved, indoctrinate you, or try to sign you up 
for a card . 
I don 't know why people make such a big 
deal of it. Now it's a big scare tactic. They're 
people. Big deal, so they're Communist! Listen, 
as a young person there 's no jobs for you, you'll 
listen to anyone, you got the time, this is basic. 
When you got a job you 're rushing here, rushing 
i 
Rudolph Family Seder, 
77 Oxford, early 1940's 
Seated from the left: Mac, 
Estelle, Picus and Tuvi 
Rudolph, Sam, Mary and 
Harry. 
Toronto Jewish Congress 
Archives (626) 
Old Clothes Mart, 
Kensington Market area, 
December, 1922 
John Boyd, Public Archives 
Canada (84968) 
there. There were no jobs. So you have time! 
You listen. You want to talk? Talk! Basically 
they tried to give working people direction. 
They tried to get unions into non-union places. 
People got beaten. The cops came in. 'frying to 
get a standard wage. Now it 's common, people 
think nothing of it." 
Interview with Ernie Richardson , May 27, 1984 
Kensington Avenue, 1910 
Mother and child after 
home birth . 
Health department record , City 




Broadway Methodist Tu.bernacle 445 Spadina 
The Spadina Avenue Methodist Church congre-
gation purchased this site for $4 ,000 in 1876. 
The congregation 's original frame church , at the 
comer of St. Patrick (Dundas) and Spadina, was 
moved up the Avenue o:i rollers. In 1879 the 
cornerstone was laid for a new brick church 
which cost $16,000 and seated 900 people -
"a handsome edifice in 'first-pointed' or Early 
English Gothic - most comfortably provided 
with elegantly covered pews, a choir for the 
singers, and a beautifully formed pulpit." 
(1bronto: Past and Present unti l 1882, 
P. Mulvany, 1884.) 
The structure was partially demolished in 
1887. A new church was designed by E.J . Len-
nox, the architect who was simultaneously 
working on the design for the new City Hall on 
Turauley (Bay) Street. It was modelled after the 
Bond Street Congregational Church; a section of 
the original frame structure was added into the 
new building as the "Tabernacle." The church 
opened in May, 1889. It later changed its name 
to Broadway Methodist Tabernacle , after the 
area from College to Bloor known locally as 
"Broadway." 
The Broadway Methodist Tabernacle was one 
of the most active and important churches in 
the city. Dr. Salem Bland, who lived at 554 
Spadina Crescent and was known for his attacks 
on fundamentalism and his support of labour, 
preached there from 1919-23. 
As the Anglo-Saxon community moved north 
in the early 1900's , the church declined in im-
portance. After the unification of the Methodist, 
Presbyterian and Congregational churches in 
1925, the Broadway Methodist Tabernacle was 
demolished. 
In 1934 a new four-storey Medico-Dental 
Building, designed by architect Bertjamin Brown, 
opened. For many years the roof had a huge 
Neilsen 's Jersey Mill< Chocolate sign, which was 
a local landmark. Tip Tup Tailors continues to 
occupy the comer store, along with a German 
bookstore and Benny 's Barbershop. 
Broadway Methodis t 
Tabernacle, c . 1891 
M. Micklethwaite, Public 
Archive Canada (RD 550) 
I 
457 455 
Spadlna, c. 1870 
Looking northeast to Spa-
dina Crescent. The house 
on the northeast corner of 
Rus e ll and Spadina Cres-
cent was owned by Sir 
Adam Wilson . 
Baldwin Room , Metro Reference 
Library (T 12794) 
College and Spadlna, c. 
1900 
Looking northwest to the 
Crescent. The streetcar is 
changing hor es (a fresh 
hor e is feeding around the 
corner) . The sandwich 
board i advertising a 
Salvation Army "Moonlight 
Excursion. " 
City engineer photograph, City 
of Toronto Archives (Vol. 5, 63) 
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OLD SP DINA VEN E IN R. L. MILLIGAN'S BOYHOOD DAYS 












COLLEGE ST. WEST SIDE 
VACANT WH ITE. POSI ON 
LOT CORNER 
l---' ... ·- · ... ﾷｲｾＱ ｟ＮｊＭ ﾷ＠BIRCH'S I '. • I COTTA GE _ 1 ｾ ｾ ｾ ｩ＠








COLLEGE ST. EAST SIDE 
,.._ .. . COMMONS 
SOLDIERS USED TO HOLD 
RfVIEWS HCRE. 
ANO 1-URTHER TOWARDS 
QUEEN STREET. 
ＧＭＭ ＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭ ＭＭＭ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ ＭＭＭ ＭＭ ｾＭ Ｍ ＭＭ ﾷ＠ --------- -
This s k Nch m ll (l l>y the l'Cll'ran a tnr r" ,,11 th tlmf' "hen 10 n 1·k ct ｧ ｡ ｮｬｴＭｮ ｾ＠ n ＱＱｲｊ ｾ ｬ ｵＧ＼ ｬ＠ at \\hat ls 11011 
1 li t• g•'<1ii;1·nphknl hc11rt of Tor o nto. 
Mansfield's Old Gardens, 
c. 1860 
lllustration drawn from 
memory by R.L. Milligan, 
for the future site of Knox 
College . Turonto Telegram, 
December 23, 1927. 
Baldwin Room, Metro Re ference 
Library 
, 
Silver Dollar, July, 1984 
The cocktail lounge of the 
Waverley Hotel, often 
called "The Buck ." 
Peter MacCallum 
Spadina from the 
Crescent, May, 1927 
Looking south, before the 
street was widened . 
Public works photograph, 




Waverley Hotel 484 Spadina 
This location was originally Robert Milligan's 
market garden. By 1870 it was the site of "four 
small rough-cast cottages. 11 In 1882 they were 
demolished and a branch of the local YMCA was 
built. 
In 1900 J .J. Powell built the Waverley House. 
It was enlarged in 1925. The Turonto Tuurist and 
Convention Association located there in the late 
1920's. A lounge licence was awarded in 1955, 
and the Silver Dollar bar was added in 1958. 
The clientele of the Waverley has shifted with 
the local community; predominantly Jewish, 
Hungarian and black in the 1950's, it is now 
favoured by urban native people and street peo-
ple. Murray McLauchlan's song, "Queen of the 
Silver Dollar, 11 described the local scene: 
I walked down to Kensington Market 
Bought me a fish to fry 
I went to the Silver Dollar 
Looked a stranger in the eye 
A friend of mine says 
That he don't think this town's so out of sight 
But he's got shades all around his soul 




Scott Mission 502-504 Spadina 
The Scott Mission began in 1912 at Elm and 
Elizabeth streets as a "Presbyterian Mission to 
the Hebrew People of Turonto. 11 It was known 
as the Christian Synagogue and tried to convert 
local Jews to Christianity (with no apparent suc-
cess). It was renamed the Scott Institute in 1921. 
The mission was directed by Morris Zeidman, a 
Jewish convert to Christianity and a graduate of 
Knox College. 
During the Depression the Mission started a 
soup kitchen and did relief work for the city's 
destitute. In 1941 Zeidman came under attack 
from the Presbyterian Church for his concentra-
tion on relief, rather than the evangelical work 
among the Jewish community which was sup-
posed to be the Mission's primary activity. 
Zeidman resigned his position as director and in 
November, 1941, opened the Scott Mission at 
724-726 Bay Street, under the banner "non-de-
nominational/strongly evangelical. 11 
The Mission moved to 502 Spadina in 1948. 
The old premises were tom down in 1960 and a 
new building was erected. 
The Zeidman family is still involved, and the 
Mission continues to assist needy men and 
women. 
In 1983 it provided 220,161 hot meals to men 
and women, 24,545 people with groceries, 7,224 
families with free clothing, 55, 135 Meals on 
Wheels, 4,300 Christmas hampers, 896 Christmas 
toys for children, and sent 631 children to 
Caledon Camp. 
Morning Line-up, Scott 
Mission, November, 1953 
Canadian Tribune, Public 
Archives Canada (PA 93921) 
Outside the Scott Mission, 
November, 1953 
The reporter on the right is 
interviewing several men. 
Canadian Tribune, Public 
Archives Canada (PA 93923) 
Becky Buhay Funeral 
Procession, 1953 
Looking outh to the Medi-
co-Dental Building. Becky 
Buhay was an activist and 
leader in the Communist 
Party in the 1930's and 
40's. The buildings on the 
left were demoli hed in the 
early 1960's, to be replaced 
by an underground garage 
ramp for the Clarke Insti-
tute of Psychiatry. 
Communist Party, Public 







" Milk and Cream good 
e n o u g h for b a b i es, 
and that 's goo d 
enoug h for anybody." 
11t1f E make daily d liveries lo all part 
lJ:t.1:1 of Toronto of Milk. ream and 
Bu1termilk in bottle . cream ry and dairy 
Butter. lee Cream, Fancy Ices, etc., t'tc. 
Our equipment and fac1l111cs ore the bat m the D minion \\' m I'" I the farm• that upply u1 "uh mill "c t the milk lo be •• urc of good qu lity "c cx•mmc 11 10 lno" 1h.11 
II contam1noharmful d1 bacteria. If acicnt1fi equ1pmt!nt mtdn BO)tl11ng lo you if dcJnlincu. heahhrulncu and punt appeal to you tf you con..idcr kno .... ledgc better Ｑｨ ｡ｮＱｾ ｮｯｲ Ｎ＠
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City Dairy 563 Spadina Crescent 
The City Dairy, built on the northeast quadrant 
of Spadina Crescent in 1900, advertised itself as 
the newest and cleanest "pasteurized" dairy in 
the city. It was designed by G.M. Miller, who 
also designed the City Dairy stables in the south-
west alley at College and Spadina. In full oper-
ation the dairy employed 257 people, primarily 
Italians who lived in the vicinity. In 1929 the 
dairy was acquired by the U.S.-based Borden 's 
Dairy, which had recently established itself in 
Canada. Borden 's also operated a retail ice 
cream outlet from the building, which was 
marked by a huge milk bottle on the roof. The 
dairy ceased operations in the 1950's, and the 
building was bought by the University of Tur-
onto . A number of university departments, in-
cluding the sculpture studios, the sociology 
department and the forestry laboratories, have 
occupied the building since then. 
City Dairy, c. 1906 
From 7bronto the Prosperou , 
1872-1906, Baldwin Room , 
Metro Reference Library 
Lobby and Stairway, 









Lansdowne School Spadina Crescent 
Lansdowne School opened in March, 1888. It 
was intensely crowded, with 945 students in 
twelve rooms. Additions were built in 1889 and 
1909. 
In 1913 the school was damaged by fire and 
partially rebuilt. With the purchase of more 
property on Robert Street, a new school was 
opened in 1961, and the old building was demol-
ished. The name was changed to Lord Lans-
downe School, to avoid confusion with another 
school on Lansdowne Avenue. 
The present school was designed by the Board 
of Education architectural and engineering staff. 
The Board of Education minutes pointed out 
that the round building design was "not the 
result of a desire to be different, but rather to 
produce a most economical and functional build-
ing both from the standpoint of the building 
itself as well as consideration of land usage. 
Because of the shape of the building, a saving of 
approximately 7,000 sq. ft. of actual floor area 
was realized." (March 16, 1967) 
Lansdowne Public School, 
c. 1900 
M. Micklethwaite, Public 
Archives Canada (RD 632) 
The Children of Our New Immigrants 
"It is apparent that the government on account 
of the large immigration we are to receive, must 
give very close attention to the education of the 
masses, not only with the view of developing a 
Canadian spirit, a love for our country and an 
appreciation of our system of government, but 
also so far as possible to inoculate our new citi-
zens with the spirit of the empire. The children 
of our new immigrants, in the natural course of 
events, may be expected to become good Cana-
Class of Lansdowne Public 
School, 1924 
In the 1920's , a cla often 
had 40 to 45 students. 
Toronto Board of Education 
Archives 
Baseball Team, Lansdowne 
Public School, 1950's 
From the left rear: Mr. 
Scott, B. McGovern , L. il-
ver, H. Wi ebrod, C. Detan , 
D. Anderson , A. Glasberg, 
S. Davis, Mr. Cryder. Front: 
G. Vogal , D. Depaoli, S. 
Goddard , H. Bidloff, R. 
Sharp , J . Petmanis . 
Toronto Board of Education 
Archives 
dians, but it will require education if they are 
to appreciate the advantage of imperial unity 
so patent to most of us who come from British 
stock." 
A.O. McRae, "Canadian Citizenship cf the Future," 
Proceedings of the Canadian Club of Thronto, 
1919-20, Toronto, 1921. Quoted in The Immigrants, 




Salem Bland 554 Spadina Crescent 
The house at 554 Spadina Crescent was owned 
for over thirty years by Salem Bland, a well-
known Methodist, social gospel minister and 
writer. Bland moved to Toronto in 1919, 
when he was engaged by the Broadway Metho-
dist Tabernacle congregation at College and 
Spadina. In 1926 he accepted a position with 
the Western Congregational congregation. They 
had formerly been located at 327 Spadina, but 
had sold the church to the Hebrew Men of Eng-
land Synagogue. 
Bland was a columnist for the Toronto Dai ly 
Star in the 1930's and 40's, writing under the ti-
tle "The Observer." He died at his home 
in 1950. 
Salem Bland 
Painting by Lawren S. 
Harris, 1925. 
Toronto Daily Star donation, Art 
Gall ry of Ontario 
Northwest Quadrant, 
Spadina Crescent, 1984 
Peter MacCallum 
Dr. Emily Howard Stowe and Dr. Augusta 
Stowe-Gull en 
The original house at 461 Spadina Crescent was 
the home of Dr. Emily Howard Stowe, the first 
woman to practise medicine in Canada. Her 
daughter, Dr. Augusta Stowe-Gullen, and her 
husband , Dr. John Gullen, also physicians, lived 
at 463 Spadina Crescent. 
In 1876 Emily Stowe helped form the Turonto 
Women's Literary Club (later the Turonto 
Women's Suffrage Association), one of the earli-
est suffrage organizations in Canada. They cam-
paigned for the right of women to vote in 
municipal elections, admittance for women to 
the University of Turonto, and separate wash-
rooms for women in factories. Dr. Stowe was a 
founder of the Ontario Medical College for 
Women, the clinics of which evolved into the 
present Women's College Hospital. 
Augusta Stowe-Gullen followed in her 
mother's footsteps as the first woman to gradu-
ate from a Canadian medical school. She prac-
tised from her home on padina Crescent and 
worked at the newly opened Western Hospital 
on Bathurst Street. She was president of the 
Dominion Women 's Enfranchisement Association 
and its successor, the Canadian Suffrage 
Association. 
Emily Howard Stowe and 
Augusta Stowe-Gullen 
Public Archive Canada 
(C 0481), Public Archives 
Canada (C 9480) 
In April, 1917, the suffrage campaign was vic-
torious. A bill granted full suffrage to the 
women of Ontario. 
The houses at 461 and 463 Spadina Crescent 
were demolished in 1962 to make way for the 




Late Victorian Sitting 
Room, 697 Spadina, 1893 
The house was built in 
1892, and the first occupant 
was Mr. Stracey Lake , a 
cashier at Gutta-Percha 
Rubber Manufacuring Co. 
trathy Smith, City of Toronto 
Archives (177) 
Digger House, 115 Spadina 
Road, January, 1969 
A "hippie haven." 
Toronto Telegram, Canada Wide 
185 
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Bloor and Spadina, April, 
1929 
Looking west on Bloor, the 
original Varsity Tea Room is 
on the right. 
Transit record photograph , 
Public Archives Canada (PA 
54863) 
Organizing Committee, 
Jewish Art Institute, 
Jewish Centre, 651 Spa-
dina, 1950 
From the left rear: Dora 
Wech !er, Dr. Elie Borowski, 
Dr. Anna Gelber, Bailey 
Le lie . Front: Tutzi Sequin, 
Mrs . Bert Cooper, Beatrice 
Ficher. 
Toronto Telegram , York Univer-
sity Archives 
Bloor and Spadina, August 
1944 
Looking south on Spadina, 
with a new kio k on t he 
outhea t corner. 
Transit record photograph, 




Bloor and Spadina, 
c . 1960 
Demonstration against the 
revival of azi act ivity in 
Canada and German re-
armament. Jo hua 
Gershman, editor of the 
Wochenblatt , in the cent re . 
Omario Archives, Multicultura l 







The Spadina Ramp 
Poster by Dennis Burton, 
1971, from a series 
of posters de igned for 
the Spadina Review 
Corporation. 
Cameron House 
Victory Party Celebrating 
Cancellations of the 
Spadina Expressway, 
Brunswick House, June, 
1971 
From the left, seated:?, 
ed Jacob , Paul Rhinehart, 
Ro e Smith (standing), Allan 
Powell (arm raised) , David 
Steiger, Fiona elson , Colin 
Vaughan, David Nowlan 
(hidden), Nadina owlan , 
Jim Lemon , Ying Hope. 
Standing centre: Jeff Sack 
(striped tie) . Major figures 
mis ing: Ellen Adams, Jane 
Jacobs. 
Tibor Kolley, Globe and Mail 
The Spadina Expressway 
On June 4, 1971, the Gwbe & Mai l publi hed 
a cap ule history of the Spadina Expre way 
project: 
December, 1953: Metro Council calls for route 
plans of extension of Spadina Road from Dupont 
Street to Wilson Avenue, at estimated cost of 
$11.5-million. 
March, 1954: Metro and North York agree to 
build section within North York. The Ontario 
Municipal Board approves $1.8-million costs in 
June, 1955. Road is to have no bridges. 
October, 1957· Metro Council passes revised 
Spadina plans for within North York, calling for 
bridges and median subway tracks and new cost 
estimate of $7.2 million. The OMB approves in 
January, 1958, with no public opposition. 
July, 1959: Metro Council agrees to build, 
with province, elaborate intersection of High-
way 401 and unbuilt Spadina route, to serve 
Yorkdale shopping centre. Later, Ontario Depart-
ment of Highways insists the expressway be 
built to Bloor Street, over objections of York and 
Forest Hill Councils. 
December, 1959: Metro Council decides to 
extend Spadina route from Dupont south to 
Bloor Street. 
Planning Board adopts first detailed plans for 
$67 .6-million Spadina Expressway, on under-
standing that Crosstown and Highway 400 ex-
pressways follow it. Metro Roads Committee 
asks that Spadina subway line operate before 
the expressway. 
December, 1961 City Council agrees on Spadina 
subway, but asks Metro to defer expressway to 
study if Metro can afford it and if it is a good 
project. Design changes, near Casa Loma, in-
crease Spadina cost estimates another $6-million. 
Dec. 12: Metro Council approves expressway 
and median subway space to be built from High-
way 401 to Lawrence Avenue, and to refer all 
other aspects back to Roads Committee. 
March, 1962: Metro Council adopts Roads 
Committee recommendation that expressway be 
built to Bloor, that there be no Crosstown, and 
that studies continue on proposed extension of 
expressway south to connect with Gardiner 
Expressway. 
August, 1963: Municipal Board approves full 
$73.6-million expre way, Chairman J .A. Ken-
nedy ruling that sectional interests (of York and 
Forest Hill Councils) must "give way to the pub-
lic need of the larger area." The OMB hearings 
took only two days, and were considered so rou-
tine that no transcript was taken. Metro asked 
OMB approval for only $1-million of the esti-
mated $79-million subway line down the 
expressway. 
December, 1966: first section of Spadina Ex-
pressway opened, from Wilson Heights Boul-
evard above Highway 401 south to Lawrence, 
including Yorkdale-401 interchange with 23 
bridges. Metro Council adopts "proposed ex-
pressway system" including Crosstown and 
Highway 400 expressways. 
In 1967, Municipal Board authorization for 
padina costs is increased to $75.6-million. By 
1968, a storm sewer built along the route and 
once planned to cost $1.5-million is expected to 
cost $13.5-million. 
Early 1969: City Council and the province ap-
prove city's first Official Plan, showing the 
Spadina but not the Cro stown Expressway. 
Metro Council agrees to speed completion of the 
Spadina to Bloor by 1975, by delaying allotments 
for construction of the Scarborough Expressway. 
Metro Council learns co t e timates for the Spa-
dina highway, not counting the median subway 
line, have risen to $136.2-million - $62-million 
more than submitted to the Municipal Board in 
1963. 
September, 1969: Becau e of citizen concern 
and roads officials' need for time to revise plans 
for the expressway, Metro agrees to call no more 
tenders for work on the expressway, pending a 
transportation review. 
October, 1969: Formation and expansion of 
the Stop Spadina Save Our City Co-ordinating 
Committee. 
January, 1970: Highways Minister George 
Gomme says Metro Council does not have to 
build padina to Bloor, but can stop route 
where it wants. 
March, 1970: Metro publi hes review of 
Spadina and transportation, saying Spadina is 
e ential and cannot be stopped anywhere short 
of the College Street area. Elaborate ramps at 
Davenport Road are to cut need for Crosstown 
Expressway. Revised costs: expressway, 
$143-million, subway $95-million. 
April, 1970: Metro Transportation Committee 
hears 222 briefs from citizens and groups, almost 
all opposed to completion of expre way and 
most dubious that the subway should be built 
along that alignment. City Council does not op-
pose the project, but asks that Metro, before 
approving project, establish an independent in-
quiry to determine whether the expressway and 
subway should be built. 
June, 1970: Metro Council approves comple-
tion of expressway and subway. 
September, 1970: padina Review Corp. is 
formed by citizens, who retain lawyer John 
Robinette to oppose Spadina before the Munici-
pal Board. Metro then agrees to do no work on 
Spadina in the interim. 
January, 1971. Municipal Board holds three 
weeks of hearings on Metro's application for 
more money to complete the expressway, and on 
Review Corporation's request that previous OMB 
orders of Spadina approval be rescinded. 
February 17" The three-member OMB panel 
who heard the case deliver an unprecedented 
2-1 split decision, the majority favoring comple-
tion of the project and Chairman Kennedy re-
questing continued halt until more studies and 
an "agonizing reappraisal" are completed. 
Within 30 days, the citizens' Review Corpora-
tion appeals the OMB decision to the provincial 
Cabinet, which has power to uphold or reverse 
the OMB decision or order a new OMB hearing. 
June 3: Cabinet rejects continuation of ex-
pressway, favours aiding rapid-transit routes. 
S10P "(XPRE55"WAY5 ｾｎｏ＠ SAVE DUR ( 
Stop Spadina Demonstra-
tion, March, 1970 
A rally and demonstration 
leaving Convocation Hall, 
University of Turonto . On 
the left is Art Mackelwain, 
President of the Engineer-
ing Society. On the right is 
Allan Powell. 
Barrie Davis, Globe and Mail 
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A Note on the Exhibition 
PADINA AVE: A Photohi tory 
A PA E, 204 padina Avenu , Toronto 
Augu t 15- eptember 16, 1984 
Curator· Ro emary Donegan 
Architectural documentation photography· Peter 
Maccallum 
The exhibition was a i t d b th following 
agenci and foundation : anada oun ii , 
MacLean Foundation , Ontario Heritage Founda-
tion , Secretary of tate: Multiculturali m anada 
and Ontario Bicentennial elebration , Turonto 
Arts Council , Turonto e quicentennial Ward 6 
Committe , Wintario. 
padina Avenue Documentary Ex hi bi tion 
Committee: 
Ro emary Donegan, raig Heron , Peter 
MacCallum, Doug Sigurd on Editorial assistant: 
Renee Baert Furniture and installation 
design: Barry Sampson Graphic production: 
Checkmate Photographic entre Mounting: 
Isaac Applebaum, Pamela Gawn Photographic 
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The photographs in this book tell a story about a 
street and a neighbourhood . They also raise 
questions about historical and contemporary 
photographs. What does an actual photograph 
represent in two dimensions? What do we 
"read" into a photograph based on our ex-
perience of photography, Spadina Avenue, local 
politics, etc.? Why was a specific photograph 
taken? What was the intention of the photogra-
pher? What was the intention of the client/ 
patron? Why was one specific historical photo-
graph preserved and archived, rather than 
another? 
The historical photographs in the book have 
been drawn from a variety of sources - both in-
stitutions and private collections. The images 
from institutions, organizations and the media 
tend by their nature to be formal. Their style 
reflects their use. For example, newspapers 
shoot and select photographs to illustrate an 
event/story. Public institutions collect images 
as a record of public works, immigration, police 
investigation and surveillance, public health, 
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transit and real e tate development, and as ad-
vertising. Ethnic associations collect materials as 
a record of survival, as emblems of solidarity 
and as images of progress. 'Irade unions, 
churches and educational institutions collect 
photographs to record their own development 
and activities. Political parties use photographs 
to elucidate certain issues and philosophies, and 
as propaganda. 
Individuals, on the other hand, take photo-
graphs and collect them for more informal pur-
poses, as personal mementoes of family and 
community events and as records of ownership 
and achievement. They are seldom intended for 
use within a public context. The professional 
photographer selects and preserves images with-
in particular conventions of commercial pho-
tography or "art" photography. 
The photographs in this book are captioned in 
detail to establish the context of the photo-
graph. They allow us to see Spadina Avenue, 
but, even more they help us "imagine" Spadina 
Avenue. 
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